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The Evangelical Visitor has Honored
us with permission to insert the FIRST
CLOTHING ADVERTISEMENT in their
periodical.

SELLING GOOD CLOTHING
HERE FOR iil YEARS MAKES US THINK WE KNOW
HOW. WE INVITE CORRESPONDENCE ABOUT OUR
FAMOUS SPECIALTIES.
READY TO WEAR AND HADE TO
ORDER

PLAIN

CLOTHING
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' * tlaosli t n e Questioner himself would
have written.
But that is what the Corner
is for—-to stimulate frank and conscientious
EDITORIAL:
study of questions legitimately confronting
Miscellany,
2 us.
POETRY :
^ ' s determined that no discussion in this
department shall take on the nature of conaONTRIBUTBD:troversy.
This would be both distasteful
Question Corner, Funeral Customs, . . 1 and profitless.
Some of the questions may
Making Preachers, Fred Eliot, . . ' . . . .
4 a t t J m e s s e e m 'somewhat tart.
This is partro .
i> n- -J.
A -7 TVJo ^y
'by design,
to provoke thought,
and may
J
&
5
J
(Pentecost s Fruitage, A. Z. Myers,
0
.
'
.
be in part also ascribed to the native manQhnst'S relwan is imminent, Geo. S.
c *t. /-> ,.,i_- n,c
'
mer of the Questioner himsdf.
T h e answer o f Number Five, it will be
T h e Bride, the Lamb's Wife, Isaiah Base- s e en, introduces a wholly new demerit, the
nore
2
>
5 Question having made no reference, even by
Ashamed of iMle , Levi Hershey,
27 inference, to the "cold, artistic quartette btusiS B L B C T E D •—
ness" which the Corner Man and Brother
Elliot equally dislike.
O u r Comforting Hope,
27 T h e c a m ( m u n i . c a t i o n is of interest i s camA Vision of Heaven and Hell,
29 ing from a minister and from a man in the
N E W S O F C H U R C H A C T I V I T Y , ETC.,14 o o u n , t r y W h e t h e r t h e undertaker o r the
town man might see some things from someOBiITUARY, ETC.,
20 w h a t different angles is an open question.
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A t any rate it is safe to say there is no
more abject slavery than the tyranny o-f precedent—that of doing certain things simply
because people expect it or because people
have always done so.

CUSTOMS.

Tihe Q u e r i s t in t h e V I S I T O R o f F e b r u a r y 8bh h a s a s k e d s o m e v e r y p e r t i In chemistry they speak of the reaction n e n t q u e s t j o r i S a n d , a s h e r e m a r k s , m o r e
due to the combination of certain chemicals. e a s ; j y a s k e d , t h a j n a n g w e r e d .
I feel
It is gratifying to note a degree of mental h o w e v e r t h a t w h j i e , t h e y a r e t i m e l y t h e i r
reaction also.
Bro. Fred Elliot, one of the m a n n e r , o f p r e s e n t a t i o n i s m o r e o r less
men who deems it as important to think as ; n v , o l v e d
j a m g i a ( j f o r , t he o p e n i n g
to fed, sends an interesting response on , p r o v i d e d b y t h e s e q u e r i e s f o r I f e l t
"Funeral Customs."
This being the first to b n g a g 0 s o m e t h i n g s h o u l d be s a i d i n
arrive it is published in M l .
If many of , t h e V I S I T O R o n t h i s s u b j e c t .
"Funeral
equal length should be sent they might have C u s t o m s » i s a d e l i c a t e s u b j e c t t o h a n to be reduced owing to the limited space of d k a n d j g l i a b l e t o c a u s e p a i n fo s o m e
the Comer.
however tactfully presented.
FunerSome of the questions are, as he observes, a , g a t Q n e t i m e Q r a m > t r i e r oocUr in all
a bit "involved'^but purposely so.
The l h d m e S ) r ; c h Q r p o o r ; a n d o n l y t h o s e w h o
answers

do not in every instance coincide
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It is a matter for great rejoicing that
the Lord so graciously added H i s blessing to the efforts that were put forth
For the exposition of true, practical piety and
in the different districts of the Brotherdevoted to the spread at EVANGELICAL
hood in the matter of soul saving. N e a r truths and the Unity of the church.
ly in every place sinners sought the
PUBLISHED IN THE INTERESTS OE THE Lord, and believers were stirred up to
Brethren in Christ Church self-examiination, as to their spiritual
state, and were thus brought to a largOE
U . S. A. C A N A D A & F O R E I G N C O U N T R I E S er appreciation of what we have in
Christ Jesus.
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T h e next important matter is to shepherd those who were thus brought to
the place of faith in Christ, so that they
may not again fall into the clutches of
the enemy.
W e read that as m a n y as
willingly received the word, were baptized.
It is the command of Jesus our
L o r d that disciples, should be made of
the people and then they should be baptized, as the outward sign of an inward
work. While we understand that water
baptism is not salvation, yet to say that
it is not essential as an ordinance of
God's house, taught and observed by the
apostles of our Lord, is treading on
treacherous ground.
W h o has authority to cma'ke void any word or command
of our Lord and Savior, Jesus C h r i s t ?
H e said that all authority in heaven and
earth was given Him, and immediately
following this declaration H e commanded H i s disciples to G o . . . . make discipl e s . . . . and baptise them.
So then as
to what is the duty of the Church in
tlris matter seems to be quite plain. If
say in any case there were ten people
converted there should be that many to
follow the Lord in water baptism.

T h e small branch of the Brethren that
has located near T u l a r e , Cal., is anxious that others of like faith who are
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contemplating a change of residence
investigate the favorable conditions obtaining in that district for the upbuildin of a colony.
Seven brethren families with a number of young brethren
from outside homes, constitute the
,
,.
'
„,,
, .
membership at present,
l n e y worship
. . .
, ,
in a school house, and have an average
,
,
. r,
,
, , T
attendance of TO in SundayJ school. It
. , , , ., .
^j. .
...
is hoped that sufficient money will soon
, . , , t , . . ,
f.
,
be in hand to build a meeting house.
&. .
' . ,
\
„,,
Ihese particulars were sentt us by Eld.
r
f,
,
,
.
„
.
.
~
x 0
t
(esse N Sheets whose post office is T u ira r ,
n
QU ,
-ii 1 M
•
lare, Lai.
Bro. Sheets will gladly give
™ ™ ^ f „ ; i A • -r
4.r
more detailed information upon applicari™ n 1 T3- u ,r« n r. 1 u I J
r
•tion, as also Bish. C. C. Burkholder of
TT^in„^ r<oi
T4 •
,,
,,
,
Upland, Cal.
It is not the V I S I T O R S
„„ •
.
• „ ,
, .
province to specially boost any colomz.+• „
.
1 L J •'
xi
.
ation scheme but advises that where
,ra,,
, ..
.
, ...
brethren decide on a change of residence, for any cause, they avoid the ieolation evil, but locate in districts
where they have church privileges,
either actual of prospective.
».»
HOME FOR BOYS
«,
„
. . „
_ ,
,
i'he Messiah H o m e O r p h a n a g e has
,
.
, ,
,,
two boys, six and four years old respec3
v
,. , ,
,. , •
,, ,.,
tively, for which they would like to seGrantham,
Pa.
,
.
,,
,
cure homes, ypreferablyJ on a farm.
ij.
„ W
Q
n n o s m. rless, becy.,
W e wish to thank all our friends who
have renewed their subscriptions in the
recent past.
Their response is appreciated
Now if three hundred more
will do so before May 1, and a goodly
number come to the help of the Benevolent Fund, our report to Conference
will be pretty favorable altho there will
be more or less of a deficit to report.
O u r endeavor is to have it as small as
possible.
Unless renewals come quickly from those whose subscriptions have
expired we will be under necessity to

3

send a postal card as a reminder, something we would rather not do. So please
-get your credit in the future without
delay.
God bless you all.
,,,
_ ,
„ TT —
^
•,
,
O r d e r s for Sr. H . Frances D a v i d s o n s
, ,
. .
, . c
..
new book on mission work in boutn
. , .
,
,
Africa have commenced to reach us.
,,
,,
,
T
t • .
Let all remember that orders sent in be,
,.
.„ . " .... ,
•, x
fore May 1, will be filled postpaid for
^
•'_ •,
'.
.,
$1,115.
Cash ought to accompany the
,
. ,
,,
,,
•
-n .
order.
After May 1, the price will be
.
..
:,T
f
-n
$ 1 . 5 0 postpaid.
W e trust no one will
v
,
L r ,
,
,
. 0-i
take offence for us thus referring to Sr.
^
.,
, , ,
, •
„+
Davidson's book as being an u n w a r r a n t , ,
„
, „
,
•..
t
ed advertisement. Send all orders either
71 T T T „.
^
„
Al, .,
to M. L. Hoffman, Abilene, Kans., H .
„ .,
.
'
, , n n ', » ,
R- Davidson, Auburn, Ind., R. D. 3, or
, ,-T. . '
„,
,
„..
Ti
to the Visitor
office.
If cash Adoes not
.
,
., ,
,< ,
f'T^l?
bef re M a y
°
**
—
•'"•
Eld. Lafayette Shoaltz passed thru
Harrisiburg a few weeks ago on his way
homeward after his winter's evangelistic work in Pennsylvania.
The Lord
seems to have witnessed to the work at
,
,
.
, 1
J
T?;^.t
every place where he labored.
r irst
A,
i_ i_
<.u
*. u r „ „ „ „ • « .
m Chambersburg, then at Mowersville
, ,,
-n ,
,
,
*. =.: -,1
u
and Mt. Rock churches where signal
.,
.
^
, , ,,
.
« ,
a
4,
blessing attended the efforts.
At H a r »- & e B u c k s a n d M o n t .
risburg and ^ ^
appear
next issue,
gomery incounty
district much good was
also d o n e : a brief report from him will
^
E H
w
}
d o s e d his
labors
.Q p
18, when
lvania about Mar.
the

^

d

Cross
W e

R o a d s
haye

meeting
had

no

came
9pedal

t0

an

w o r d

as to the number of converts there were
but rumors made it about 70.
Elder David L. Graybill of Sedgewick, Kansas, has moved to Filer,
Idaho, which is now his proper P . O.
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address. Bro Graybill's locating in this
place gives to the members already liiving there what they have not had hitherto—a resident minister.
We hope
the Lord will prosper our brother, not
only in a temporal way but spiritually
and use bim in building up His work in
that community.

APRIL 5, 191:5.

CONTRIBUTED.
MAKING PREACHERS,

BY ERED ELLIOT.

^
foookg
(pr£ach_
end„ ^
I2.J2y
Re_

( I Q f m a k } n g &f
ers)

there

;g

nQ

***
cently in replying to a dear brother who
Eld. Lafayette Shoaltz's post office had informed me of the election of two
address has been changed from Marsh- ministers in his district I quoted the aville, Out., R. R. 1, to Wellandport, hove with the word "preachers" in place
Ont., R. R. 1. • Friends writing to him of "books." No disrespect was intendwill please note the change.
ed to the dear brethren elected, for if
I had been personally commissioned to
t_t_^
.
'
select two ministers thev would have eerrhe special
meetings held bv Bro. JJ. , . , ,
.,
l
IL- „ ,
„ , , „ " ,
„ •
tainly been the men.
R. Zook at Black Creek, Ont., came to
,-11> v
• /«.
When 1 was a lad of eleven I was mta close March 27.
The meeting was
to
largely attended and many, both sinners t
™schievous doings at school,
W e had a
and saints were the recipients of special
^ ^ m a n teacher w h o de'
voted s0 m u c h time to
blessings.
Report will follow later, '
explaining sums
etc
God willino' ' t o e 'g r0lwnUl P girls, (who in those
days attended school) that us little boys
were left much to our devices. One
Our readers will find the QUESTION day I slipped out and got a large lump
CORNER interesting whether their ideas of tenacious clay off the road, and at a
coincide with those expressed by Bro. nearby house where butchering had reElliot or not.
In order to accommo- icently taken place, a supply of pig bristdate it to our space we have permitted les.
Safely at my seat again I formed
it to appear on page 1, ending on pages my materials into "Mud Men" with long
31 and 32.
whiskers and hair standing upright,
«_*«
sticking them on the wall where all
I ma
Think of His patience. How He put c o u l d s e e t h e m '
>' a d d f o r t h e
up with us when we would not come to satisfaction of the reader that the upHim; how He wept over us when we r o a r that followed roused the teacher
laughed at Him; how He drew us still who gave me a tremendous whipping,
when c tugged at the cords. And when When I was twentv-one I worked for
we catoe to Him, and since we have been a n excellent man whose parents and siswith Hum, what patience He has had
., , . , .
, * . . . ,
,,
with our ill manners.
If I had been * e r s , b e l '° l n £ e d t o a c h u r c h S l m l a r t o t h e
Christ I would have discharged such a B r e t h r e n . Their mam church was eighservant as I have been, long ago.—Spur- t e en miles away. One weekday as they
geon.
1 were preparing to leave early for a meet**-•
ing, one of the girls confided to me that
Oh, but Christ is willing to lead a t h e °' b J ect o f t , h e m e e t i n " w a s t o " M a k e
poor tinner!
Oh, what love my poor ' a preacher."
"Make a preacher," I
soul hath found in Him, in the house of gasped in astonishment,
"Make a
my pilgrimage !—Rutherford.
preacher, however can they do that?"
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She then dimly outlined the "Modus
•Operandi," leaving me as mystified as
ever. How a man without any preparation or knowledge of the fact or even
his consent could inside of an hour be
"Made" into a minister, I was too dense
to understand.
It made me think of
my "Mud Men" at school and the two
incidents have been associated ever since
in my mind.
There is a saying, that "Poets are born
and not made," and to a great extent it
is true of ministers also. Even before
his spiritual birth, and more surely after,
there exists the "Embryonic" outline of
the future minister, that is, if he is truly
called of God.
It is possible that God
has prepared men whom the church has
ignored, or not saw fit to "Make:" and
it is also possible, and even probable,
that the church has "Made" preachers
whom God neither prepared nor intended for that purpose.
Perhaps I have
always taken the minister's calling too
seriously, and perhaps not, however I
have been surely shocked along life's
journey at the trivial importance attached thereto by many who should think
deeper and wider than it is feared they
do, before committing themselves to
helping to "Make a preacher."
In order to attain successful results
in the church's work, an idea exists among the Brethren and a few other

tance.
This is finding no fault with
the aforesaid evangelists, not at all, God
bless them for their faithful labors. The
almost total absence of conversions between such "special efforts" and the
stagnation that exists during the first
week or so of the meetings among the
members, as one after another like damaged "Binders," they "Go up, for repairs"—instead of being already in running order, sharpened and oiled up for
harvesting operations is no special credit
to either the members or preachers,
Should not these things alarm us and
cause us to enquire the reason why?
Jesus said "I will make you fishers of
men."
Is there a "close season" when
non e can be caught or is the fault in
the Fishermen and their methods?
Methodist pastors years ago used to annonnce protracted meetings and singlehanded (humanly speaking) wage war
on the devil and score glorious victories
all along the line.
Quantity will not
insure efficiency; the concentrated energies of two trained veterans on the "Firing line" will do far more execution
than the occasionly desultory firing of
six or seven who "Come and go."
One place where our church "falls
down" is this, we fail to glean and gather where and what we might gather, and
and w e also fail to hold and retain what
we did gather.

churches that the sovereign remedy for
"All the ills the church is heir to" is
more, and yet more, ministers. If this
were the real and Royal road to success
(Numerically speaking as to members)
—the Brethren should—be the most suecessful of all. And yet it is not very
flattering to note that churches that can
line up six or seven preachers on the
pulpit seat have not enough grasp on the
membership and the community to dare
venture to hold a protracted meeting
without the attraction and services of an
able minister from a greater or less dis-

AVhile, of making of many preachers
"there is no end," pastoral care and
oversight is getting more and more conspicuous by its absence.
Just as long
as the church regards the minister's
farming and supporting himself of more
importance than shepherding the flock,
feeding the lambs, and massing all his
abilities and divinely given energies against the opposing forces of men and
devils, it will continue, only more so.
• Some years ago 'when I agitated this
matter in Conference a committee was
appointed to consider the question and
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report at next Conference.
They did
so and the conference committed itself
unreservedly to the Scriptural teaching
on .this line, namely a "supported ministry."
A secular paper, The Abilene
Reflector, commenting on it, said, "The
Brethren in Christ have committed themselves flatfooted to the principle of a
supported ministry." This may not be
quite verbatim, as I quoted from memory,
One of our good ministering brethren
said to me, "What is going to become of
us poor fellows now ?"
Had I taken
the decision as seriously as some did I
might have felt like hiding my head for
starting what looked, to many, like an
Alpine avalanche that would sweep away everything in sight. However, for
obvious reasons, it proved quite harm'less and "Making preachers" has gone
on as freely as before.
It was not lost
labor, however, for until Conference rescinds its decision that church remains
committed to the principle.

Another reason why robust health is
needed is this.
Whatever comforts the
private member may indulge in, in bad
roads or weather, the preacher is supposed to come at any cost.
Secondly
"Comparative wealth." Time is money,
farm work won't do itself.
In these
days it needs intense and constant ap-plication to keep up with the work. No
man can be a faithful minister without
spending a lot of his working time in
one way or another, and the best only
spend half enough: consequently, to
stand the financial strain -he needs to be
what is vulgarly described as "Well
Heeled."
As to the church's right to
confiscate his private means for the good
of the community is another question,
Finally, "Extensive family relationship."
This is of course of less value than the
two former, but it is a much more important factor than many would 'willingly admit, even if they felt unable to disprove the fact.
Human nature is weak

Now, 'without being facetious or sarcastic, under present conditions, whatever other qualification the preacher may
or may not have at the time of his "Making," there are three important, if not
indispensable, requisites to his future
success and comfort.
Eirst, "Robust
health;" Second, "Comparative wealth;"
Third, "Extensive family relationship."
As to the first, the added duties demand it.
What was once the day of
rest becomes a day of joyful but exacting toil on mind and body.
I know
some members laugh at this, but let him
get up early, drive a good distance,
preach twice or thrice at different places
and return late at night, if he don't feel
as "Limp as a rag" in the morning he
miast be a very strong man indeed. Of
course right here we must tnake allowance for the difference in men's "Makeup." Some men expend more vital energy in one service than another would
use in a week's meetings.

—even in Christian people, and there
exists a latent "clannishness" that the
"Troubling of the Waters" speedily
brings to the surface.
The ministerial
[.dweller within these "charmed circles"
will find them to act as a "Buffer" to
modify the impact of the hard "Bumps"
he is liable to get along the path of duty.
It has even been hinted by some that
but for this influence some would never
have been "Made" at all: we hope the
facts are otherwise.
These things are not written in a spirit
of "carping criticism" but a simple delineation and exposition of actual facts,
however unipleasant their perusal may
be. Just a word to those who so strongly advocate tithing, and as strongly oppose a supported ministry. As all your
arguments must be drawn from the Old
Testament as to tithing is it not unreasonable to quote the same authority as
to the disposing of them, and leave you
to locate where you "Get off at."

APRIL 5, 191-5.
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Seriously speaking, in these stemuous
times, when it requires a man's best and
continuous efforts to "keep up his end"
financially, no man however gifted, talented, or otherwise fit, if he, is not physically strong and financially "well fixed" should ever be "Made a preacher."
It would be nothing short of an act of
cruelty, for if he is poor he is likely always to remain so, and if not strong, he
has a poor chance of recuperation in the
future.
Those of us who are getting
old remember what a number of our old
and distinguished ministers who were
once counted wealthy men, died comparatively poor.
It would be interesting to learn how many who entered the
ministry poor ever became wealthy by
their ozvn efforts, and were faithful to
their calling at the same time.
Under our present system of ministry
all help given to needy ministers (offkially) is given as alms or charity, and
not as the discharge of an honest obligation due him for his "work's sake."
Consequently given in this spirit how can
a man o'f refined moral perceptions accept it without losing his self-respect,
and feeling himself an infliction and a
burdenf
I think I hear same one say,
ministers ought not to be so highstrung."
When a man parts with his
self-respect his usefulness is rapidly
nearing its end. If he does not respect
himself and the dignity of his calling
he cannot justly expect it or himself to
be respected by either the church or the
public. I don't mean by "self-respect,"
a case of "swelled head," but the calm
Christian dignity of Paul when he said
"Let them come themselves and fetch
us out."

1 extent of my ability I have tried to do
so.
I am naturally cautious and conservative (not extremely) as all readers
of the VISITOR know, yet when I once
feel sure of my ground on anything, I
am apt to express my convictions {I
hope not rudely or offensively) in a manner that leaves no doubt as to my meaning.
I will endeavor to give you the conelusions calmly arrived at after many
years of service, reading the word and
"comparing Scripture with Scripture,"
laying early training aside, and taking
the WORD alone as the "Basis" of all
true doctrine and the pattern for all
church systems and government,
First as to the order of the ministry,
I find that the Episcopal form: of Ministerial, order, or Church Government is
not taught in the New Testament, that
it is of Romish origin, continued by
Episcoipalian and M. E. churches, and
in a diluted form by ourselves and some
other minor bodies. Rome's object was
obvious, to exalt the individual and to
make bishops, what St. Peter warned
them against being, "Lords over God's
heritage."
In both Romish andAnglican churches the bishop is invariably addressed as "My Lord," or "Your Lordship." If we lay aside custom and tradition, which is painful, I admit, as I
had both Anglican and Brethren prejudices to unload, we will find a system
that is simplicity itself. Instead of the
individual bishop ruling over (and often
obstructing) his fellow laborers, we find
bishops and deacons only, with their
necessary qualifications duly outlined,
We find Elders and Bishops are synonymous and a plurality of them ordain-

When I came to the church, nearly
forty years ago the old brethren said to
m e "Our creed is the New Testament:
simply believe and obey it." When I was
ordained a minister six years later I was
told to "PREACH the Word," and to the

ed "In every city."
We find Paul addressing his Epistle to "The bishops and
deacons."
We find Peter addressing
"Elders," and in humility classing himself among them.
We find Paul calling the Elders of Ephesus together, giv-
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ing the Elders of Ephesus together, giving them ihis farewell warning and calling them "Overseers," (not an Overseer) of the Church at Ephesus (not
churches). As we read on, the individual
bishop disappears from our mental vision, and the middle order, we call ministers, with him,
We note the marked absence of centralized authority so dear to Popery and
the carnal rnind that queries, "Who shall
be greatest ?" We see the local churches, Colosse, Philippi, Thessalonica, etc.,
managing their own affairs free from
the domination or interference of any
outside authority.
Only in grave cases
affecting the whole "Church Militant,"
was a general council called; they were
few in number and their decisions simpie, concise, and couched in terms of
loving admonition.
How different to
the "Bulls" and Edicts of their pretended "successors?"
'
To return to the aforesaid bishops, as
far as we can learn they were equal in
authority (Archbishops were then unknown) and could exercise their ministry in more harmony for that same
reason.
That in organised churches
their temporal support was provided
fer is abundantly evident: I. Peter 5 :
2, and especially I. Cor. 9: 6-14, no one
can explain away however they may try.
I am not going to multiply quotations,
I would rather the reader would thresh
it out for himself.
This much seems
clear, those bishops gave their whole
time, talents, heart and soul to the Lord's
work. They studied to shew themselves
approved, workmen that needed not to
be ashamed, and *their profitting (by so
doing) appeared unto all.
As those bishops, like ourselves, had
stomachs that needed daily food, and
their bodies raiment and shelter, as also
their wives and families (which sad for
the, celibate priest) are much in evidence, the church could easier afford
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to supply their temporal needs and comforts than to lose that for which it could
never be an equivalent; and, I believe,
they did it gladly as unto the Lord.
The deacons attended to these temporal affairs, and also assisted in spiritual services when needed, and "Great
grace was upon them all" Amen.
What a picture of Christian democracy, of holy simplicity, of brotherly love,
and practical piety, and orderly united
effort.
Compare it with the haughty
Romish Hierarchy and insolent priesthood, and their imitators in modified
form and degree and note the violent
contrast presented to view.
Turn the
"Searchlight" on our own church and
its functions and see if we measure up
to the primitive pattern in the "All
things" commanded us, and if not let
us inquire for the "Old Paths and walk
therein" and then "Keep moving on the
way."
Richmond Hill, Ont.
•*»»
PBNTEOOST'S FRUITAGE
BY A. Z. MYERS.

Acts 2. 41, 42. "They then that received his word were baptized: and there
were added unto them about three
thousand osuls.
And they continued
steadfastly in the apostles' teaching and
fellowship, in the breaking of bread and
the prayers,
Pentecost has ushered in the New
Dispensation.
It marks a new era in
God's dealing with men.
The descent
of the Holy Spirit, on Pentecost is
throughout all the age the efficient cause
of Christianity.
Pentecost is the birth
day of the Church.
Erom that day to
this and until the close of the age the
Church takes a large place in God's purposes with men, larger than many who
belong to the Church have yet realized.
What we are concerned about is what
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we may call the fruitage.
What did
they do?
What are some of the resuits of this new life?
We take it that verse 42 sums up not
a day, but many days.
Several years
at least are covered by the record and
'from this single verse a good idea of
the Church at its best may be had.
"And they continued steadfastly—,"
and four things are named.
These
four things are fundamental.
They
are essential.
Unless they are found
in the Church the Holy Spirit is limited,
straightened, hindered, grieved, silenced.
Unless they are in evidence, the
Church may have wealth, she may have
numbers, she may even appear to the
world to prosper, but she is dead, weak,
powerless.
iShe ceases to be the unique thing God has designed for her.
She is a name only.
She sinks to the
level of the club or the lodge, with apologies to the lodge.
This is why the
church and lodge are so often compared
to the discredit of the former.
The
comparison is unfair, unjust, untruthful.
They are not to be compared,
They would never be by honest men if
these four fundamentals were the fruitage o'f the Holy Spirit's presence in the
Church today as they were indicated in
this passage.

on -me."
Taking our own way has
brought us all into a condition that a
Savior is absolutely necessary.
Taking our own way is no trifle, but is exceedingly sinful. It is treason.
It is
rebellion, It is the sin that must |be
broken up, must be satisfied.
If God
be God He must be recognized as such:
'He can permit no other gods before
Himself.
(b) The second great truth in their
teaching was the sufficiency of the a—
tonement.
Mark you that word, the
sufficiency.
Jesus made an atonement
for sins. This satisfies all the demands
of the law.
It gives a new beginning,
free from the guilt of sin for all who
will believe it.
It is needless here to
attempt to define the atonement. Every
recorded address gave its essential features.
The death of Christ upon the
cross as a sacrifice for sin. The efficacy
of that death fully attested by the resurrection. Indeed the resurrection has
the first place in all apostolic preaching
for "If Christ hath not been raised your
faith is vain; ye are yet in your sins;"
. is the emphatic statement of one apostie.
(I Cor. 15:17).
(c) The third great truth was the
indwelling Spirit.
This meant a new
life. This meant fruitage. This meant

"And they continued steadfastly—"
first "In the apostles teaching."
And what was that teaching?
Can
we know?
I believe we can.
Let
me mention just in outline a few of the
essentials, the great facts of this teaching.
(a) The exceeding sinfulness of sin.
Note, not sins, but sin. There is a differerace. Much teaching today wears itself out fighting sins, but ignores the
essential heart of the matter.
In Isa.
53: 6, and John 16: 9, you will find
stated in a very few words the heart
of the whole sin question, "our own
way," "Of sin because they believe not

submission to Him.
This meant that
henceforth it was not "our own way"
but "His way."
In this great fact lies
the heart of the Gospel.
We are not
only saved frorw the past, but we are
saved to stay saved.
"Our own way"
wrought the mischief of the past and
henceforth it shall not be our way, but
"His way."
Herein is the weakness,
yea the worse than weakness, the utter
break down of much that' is called
'Christianity in Christendom.
Profession thru a ritual or thru a justification
by faith that does not enthrone the Holy
'Spirit as Master of our lives, that does
not save from our own way, that does
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not bring forth the fruitage of the indwelling Spirit is not salvation. It may
improve morals, it may give a name to
live, it may delude, but it is not salvation, it is not spiritual life.
We might go further and find still
other elements of the apostles' teaching,
We might go into greater details, but
for our purpose we have set before us
in outline the great essentials of the
teaching.
'These three things are essential because these and these only
meet the needs of the soul and bring
the soul into fellowship with the Good
news involved in the Gospel message.
The second thing named in our text
as a frukage of Pentecost is "and fellowship."
The revised version, margin, suggestively adds "In fellowship."
A careful exegesis of the passage will
closely associate this with the spontaneous liberality indicated in the context
which was a remarkable feature of the
early Church.
It was a most marvelous fruitage. It was a new thing. This
fellowship indicated a new relationship,
There was a brotherhood with ties
stronger than the family tie.
The
"nearest analogy to it we have is the
family, but it ,was stronger, it exceeded
this.
Mark you there can be no brotherhood without a common fatherhood.
Born of the Spirit there was
this common Fatherhood and it manifested itself in touching the life at its
most sensitive part, that which it called

for this fellowship and you will be amazed at the multitude of passages
speaking of it, exhorting to it, and in'dicating its existence.
Nor is it optional.
It is fundamental.
It is essential.
Its absence spells death.
Its
meagerness in many churches is the
cause of much weakness,
As one gets the grip of the place of
this fellowship, this brotherliness in the
New Testament and then faces the facts
as they are in the churches they become
sick at heart.
Many a godly pastor
carries a heavy heart here,
Our unfortunate denominationalism
is responsible for some of this coldness
but not all. For while it narrows our
view and shuts us out of much fellowship that we would otherwise enjoy,
the New Testament unit of the Church
is two fold, first the local church and
then the whole body of true believers,
When the Spirit has His way there
ought to be a closer relationship be'tween us and our own church than exists between us and other Christians.
And when there is true fellowship in
Christ as we get acquainted with each
other and learn to know each other
these denominational walls are not barriers to true fellowship after all, for it
often happens that a company of saints
of very varied church relationship have
most delightful fellowship all unconscious of their credal or church differences.

its own. If we were speaking on stewardship we should show very easily that
all we possess is but in stewardship. It
belongs to God. When the Spirit within directs there is a most marvelous
fruitage of beneficence and benevolence,
a true stewardship.
But this fruitage is not only in material things.
There, is a brotherhood,
a fellowship, that is unique in the
church of Christ. Its like is not found
elsewhere.
Study the New Testament

Oh, for this fellowship!
Oh for
more love of the brethren. Happy the
church , be it large or small, rich or
poor, that (lets the Spirit have His way
'here.
Thank God for the churches
that teach the rest of us an example.
The smaller denominations are notable
for the fact that they far exceed many
of the larger denominations in this essential virtue.
Our heart is full on this subject for
it is so very vital and its need in many
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communions is so great.
For shame Judaism became more and more a fact
on any man or woman who will let any the set times of prayer took differing
human organization stand between them forms and times, but this fact remains
and the Church of the Mving God, the that there were set times for prayers,
household of( the saints, the brotherThese are essential. We are unfaithhood of the redeemed.
And yet it is ful to them at the peril of our souls,
true that the number who do this often Many have suffered shipwreck here,
perhaps unthinkingly, are legion.
A little let down, a little less timie, a
The third fruitage mentioned here is little less compunction of heart if some"The breaking of bread." This doubt- thing crowded out the regular time for
less refers to the ordinance of the prayer. Oh some of you know how it
Lord's supper.
Christendom every- goes until you thought you can think
where has retained the form of this, your prayers and soon you did not even
however much the simplicity and the do that.
spirit of the memorial sacrament has
Three set times of prayer seem to be
been lost. We need not dwell upon it, the ideal for our modern life,
only to note that the early church
(a) The set (times of secret prayer,
thought it of such importance that the Settle these in your own life, but settle
observance was very frequent.
them to be there.
Settle it that you
This would seem to be a bitter re- will meet God.
In secret prayer combuke to the formality with which we munion is far more essential than words,
have surrounded it.
It seems to have I t would be better if we talked less and
been as spontaneous in the early Church listened more. Secret prayer would then
as a cup of tea is to our English friends become a delight.
There would fee
or an invitation to dinner to the hos- rapture in it.
The soul loves rapture,
pitable rural American.
What a thrill has come to us at enrapOur hedges around the ordinance, our -tared times on occasions.
Rapture is
formality, and other things have robbed not only for the great convocation, the
us of much of the joy and spiritual en- great congention, or love feast.
Raprichment that these early believers tare is for the closet devotion.
We
found and that we believe our Lord in- would not limit it to the closet but its
tended that we should enjoy.
presence there is essential.
There is room for much heart search(b) The family.
I mean now, not
ing here. We know of no denomina- the church family, but in the home,
tian or church in 'which this is not true. The father and the mother, Ithe united
"Oh Lord help us to see thee, to enter head of the family are still priest and
into fellowship with thee as we togeth- priestess here and when the fire burns
er as believers eat bread and drink of low on the family altar, faith dies out
the cup in memory of thy vicarious and the children go out from the home
death for us:" may well be the prayer without a firm faith in God having gript
of every honest heart.
them and it will go hard with them in
And- lastly there were the prayers, this sin curst world and the parents will
At this early stage of the Church there have heavy sorrow of heart,
was doubtless a hearty observance of
Yes, I know that the family altar is
the seasons or set times of prayer a- not easy in modern life.
But it is the
mong the Jews in the temple and syna- curse and bane of our religion that we
gogue services.
Later as the transi- 'want everything to be easy. 'No cross,
tion and separation of the Church from no self-denial, no cost,—no crown.
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Yes I know that it is apt to become
formal. Unless you will meet God in secret until there is rapture the family altar will be cold and formal.
You will
ask "Is it worth while ?" until you will
let it slip. But after all better the cold
formal thing than nothing.
God cannot bless nothing. But he can take even
the formal thing and make it a blessing,
But it will not be formal if "a" above
is a reality.
(c) The church family must meet
'for prayer. It is not enough that there
is a prayer or two in each public service. There must be the prayer meetmg. And the prayer meeting ought to
be a prayer meeting.
Alas, alas, that
the prayer meeting so called has come
'to be a speaking meeting or a singing
meeting, with a little prayer at the beginning and the end to give it form.
Sometimes the preacher does all the
speaking and sometimes the people, but
in either case it would be far better to
have more prayer meetings.
Oh for
more real prayer meetings.
We have a friend, a pastor, a man of
God who is leading a church that is
growing and of whom the New Testaiment ideal is as nearly true as
any we know—a church in which
there are constantly being added
those
who
are
being
saved,
On their prayer meeting night they
come together and spend a few minutes
of praise and stating objects of prayer
and then separate into three groups so
that for the hour there are three prayer
meetings going on continuously and the
time is spent on their faces before God
and in prayer.
Is it any wonder there
are people being saved?
These four things sum up the externals of our church life. They are not
easy.
They are fundamentals.
They
are essentials to the spiritual life of the
believer in his individual relationships,
They are essential to the body, the
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Church of the living God; The teaching,
ithe fellowship, the breaking of bread
and the prayers.
And now notice that when these four
things were in the Church there was a
wholesome fear, (v 43) a powerful serivice, (43) a mutual ministry, (44, 45)
-a constant worship, (46) a great gladmess, (46, 47) a gracious influence,
(47) and a perpetual growth, (47).
>Ebensburg, Pa.
* '•
CHRIST'S RETURN IS IMMINENT.
By

G m

g>

QRIM_

He shall come unto us as the rain,
as the latter and former rain upon the
earth" ( Hosea 6 : 3 ) .
God is also pouring out the latter rain
as well as the former in Palestine and
-all over His creation wherever His
children are calling upon Him as one
of the signs of the times in establishing
!
His kingdom on the earth in these latter
days of probation.
The Holy Land,
which was once blossoming like the rose,
and flowing with milk and honey, became a barren waste for nineteen hundred years, because the Jews rejected
their Messiah.
They were scattered
among the nations and became a hissing and a by-word.
But when God
began to pour out His Spirit on souls,
and they began to gather in the true
Spirit to worship Him He satisfied their
thirsty souls. He also poured out His
rain; the real latter rain is falling there
to-day which shall be thru all time here
after, and to-day the same is bringing
forth fruit abundantly.
O beloved, the coming of the Son of
man, which is of God, is nigh to-day.
Heaven and earth shall pass away; but
His word shall not pass away.
Today
we are on the brink of that greatest
miracle the world has ever known. The
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prophets
foretold
the
coming
of
Jesus Christ; that H e should be iborn of
a virgin; and should be rejected by H i s
people; and led as a lamb to the slaughter.
A n d it did come to pass.
The
destruction of Jerusalem was prophesied and was fulfilled. And when Jesus
Christ ascended into heaven; the angels
said.
This same Jesus which is taken
,
. , ,
, „
up from you into heaven shall so come
r
J
. ,.,
,
TT .
in like m a n n e r as you have seen H i m
go into heaven.
T h i s same Jesus is
coming back again.
H e has been gone nearly two thous,
mi
1
„
(
0
and years. I therefore we know we are
living in the times according to His prediction when God may 'fulfill His prophesies. Jesus also said of His comting and of the e n d : " N o w learn a par, ,
. .
,
. . .
,. .
able of the fig t r e e ; when his branch is
yet tender and putteth forth leaves, ye
1
,1.
.
• _•_!. J;
know the summer is mgh.
The soul that is not ready to meet
Jesus ought to get ready.
All the in,.
.
. ° .
.
.
dications and predictions of the scriptures and the signs of the times tell us
•t-i,„f TJ„ :„ „„„,;„,, n i t a
^1
that He is coming back to the earth
again.
Therefore we should prepare
ourselves, and cleanse ourselves from
.
1 TTSin through His atonement and be baptized with the Holy Ghost.
Get ready
ik„, +„,i,:„.„ ,<•- ,„„.. r t „
1
•
•
by taking up o u r life w o r k ; some m
the streets and lanes, some from house
to house, some as evangelists, some in
. . . .
.
'
toreign lands ;—tfor H e says: Occupy
till I come."
W ^ ; 1 0 ^o^u^^o „ ^
•(.<.• 11
While perhaps some are sitting idly
Jby decking themselves with the world's
trapping, God is fulfilling the prophel
t
. , ?
.
sies bet-ore their very eyes.
Jesus said: " F e a r not, little flock."
T f ' - fi „ 1-^,1 n , :1 ...
. , ..
.
• It as the little flock that is following
Himi all the way. You remember when
Noah built the ark just eight souls were
,
A J
1
n 1
saved.
And when Sodom was destroyed, just three were saved.
And in
^ ^ o „ 1„„<. A„
1
1 J ,r 1
these last days, only a hand-'ful, comJ
.
.
paratively speaking, will have fully over
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come, and be ready when Jesus comes.
H e will come as a thief in the night to
those that are at ease in Zion.
O may
God grant that we m a y hold fast; till
H e comes,
Louisville,
Ohio.
__^_^^__
both
God
and
™e wron9
ourselves
w h e n our eye is more to men, the m, _ . . * • !
,
,<•
struments of our crosses and comforts,
^
^
^thor.-Matthew
tQ
G o d
fjenrv
_^

SUBSCRIPTION CREDITS,
From March 11 to 27, 1915.
Anna lAilvus, Aaron H. Stern, Jacob E.
Shelly, Carl Baker Andrew S. Kaufman,
David Kreider, R. M. Shirk, Asa S. Kreider,
Mns. Deilila Kreider, Leah Peters, Wesley
Wildfong, Henry Mushier, G. T. Haas, Jere
C. Brandt, J. G. Hershey, D. H. Buckwalter,
^ ^
A m a n d a ^ l l i p p l ; jMrs _ £, a v i d Y.d^
Games, Harriet Rettew, j . C. Cassel, Mrs.
ihn ,Halll
M E Kra blll
->°
> - y > Harvey Emenheiser, Adam VVenger, Joseph Boyer, A. M. Hoke,
Reuben Litwiller, Mrs. Anna E. Stoner, MagS « W. Phidippi, J. B. Casikey, A. R. Gish,
Mrs. Menno Eight, Bertha Doberer, Herman
F r e y _ Geo _ R e i ^ J a c o l b , L e h m a n ; l s a a c s h o c k .
ey, Mrs. J. Q. Rote, Mns. Susan Brinkley, K
£ ^"iltz, K)P;h. Breneman, Christ Breohbill,
S. W. Soilenberger, Rosa Bender, Russel
Williams, David A:issley, Mrs. Barbara Shelly,
Christ Shirk, Mrs. S. Burger, Geo. Eenhart,
Mrs. G. W. Jury, B. F. Jury, Mrs. Anna
frump, A . J. Tnump, Chas.
Hershey> G. ^
H. Trump, V. <M. Basiek, Mrs. A. A. Powell,
Mrs Susie MaCann and benevolent, Simon
B. Gmder, J. E. Landis, Mrs. Samuel Brenn e r, Samuel Raichard, Elmon Winger, Mrs.
P. G. Sheaffer, D. V. iHeise, Mrs. E. D. Rodes,
Mrs. lH. Martin, Orlando Martin, Melvin
S i < k r > S u s a n R o d ' e s Sr> S m m R o d e ' s Jr#> a n d
benevolent, Abm. Berry, Alvin Berry, J. S.
tshUr£
, a n l, R i ? h l a n d .> £* glace of Con.ferMrs. Cath. Bdoeher, J. E. Keefer, Elizabeth
Brandt, Henry Schneider Sr., Henry Sdhneider Jr., Albert Kitely, Alvah Leavith, Ed.
Green, Frank Jones, Leslie Lyons, James HenJ
duso^
lWilM T u r l i e r j J o , n a 4 a n Lyons, Alfred Downey, Daisy Miller, Jacob Graybill,
^ m a , S l i s s ^ Elizabeth Loudensilager, Harvey
Warstler, Mrs. Jno. DiebJl, D. R. Eyster,
Amos H. Sollenbenger, Anna Myers benevolent
> Hannah J. Davidson, E. R. Bosler, Mrs.
Katryn Turner, Albert H. Brandt, Bert Long,
T U T
1
', „ n-i
n
enecker, John Longenecker. Daniel M. Dick,
Wm. Vanatter, Levi Hershey and benevolent.
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CHICAGO MISSION.

News of Church Activity
IN THE
HOME AND FOREIGN FIELDS
ADDRESSES O F

MISSIONARIES.

H
P. Steigerwald, Grace Steigerwald,
'Valter O. & Abbie B. Winger, Mary Hei*ey,
Matapo Mission, Bulawayo, South Africa.

T h e Lord has indeed been gracious to us
since our last report thru the VISITOR. T h o
there have been shakings, yet H e has kept
our feet upon the foundation of God which
standeth sure having this seal, the Lord
knoweth them that are his.
W e praise the
Lord foir having, supplied our needs thru I l k
saints.
May God richly bless in basket and store, and above ail, enrich your
souls with all joy and peace in believing,
that ye may abound in hope through the
power of the H o l y Ghost, Amen.
W e desire that you pray for us and the
work of the Lord.
T h e r e are yet precious
souls to be brought into the fold, Luke 14:

(Lewis Stecldey, Elizabeth Engle, Sallie
Doner, Macha Mission, Choima, N . W . Rhodesia, S. Africa.
H . J. and E m m a Frey, H a n n a h Baker,
Cora Alvis, A. C. Winger, Sadie Book,
fMtshabezi Mission, Gwtanda, Rhodesia, S.
23Africa.
Isaac O. and A. Alice Lehman, box 5263,
Johannesburg, S. Africa
India.
Eld. and Sr. H . L. Smith and Effie Rohrer,
Dauram Madhipura, North Bhagalpur, B. &
N. W. Ry., India.
Following

not under Foreign

Mission

Board.

D. W . Zook and wife, Adra, B. N. R., India.
Elmina Hoffman, Kedgaon, Poona, District,
Ratnabai H o m e , India.
Mrs. Fannie Fuller, Gowalia, Tank Road,
Bombay, India.
Furlough—Myron

and Adda

R. and Malinda Eyster

Taylor,

and Frances

OUR CITY MISSIONS.

Jesse

Davidson.

FINANCIAL.

Report for two months ending Mar. '1 15,
1915.
Balance carried over $18.46.
Receipts.
Fannie Grove, Abilene, Kans., $1.00; J. W .
Book, Ramona, Kans., $5.00; In His Name,
$10.00; Sir. Shirk, Chicago, $5.00; J. Shirk,
Millegville, 111., $1.00; Sr. Lyons, Chicago,
$ .50; D. Martin, Dixon, 111., $2.00; R. J.
Witter, Enterprise, Kans., $6.00;
Fannie
Rotz, Morrill, Kans., $5.00; Sr. R. E. H e r shey, Abilene, Kans., $S.oo;i Sr. Sehmutz,
Abilene, 'Kans., $1.00; Sr. Rellinger, Ind.,
$2.00; In H i s Name, $8.00; Mr. Willam,
$5.00; Y. P. $7.06; In H i s Name $5.00.
Expenditures.
Provisions $55.'18 gas $13.08;
and house supply $8.00;
Balance on hand $10.16.

repairing,

COAL F U N D .

Buffalo Mission, 25 Haiwley St., in charge
Receipts.
of Geo. E. and Effie Whisler.
S. S. $12.73; Sr. Shirk, $5.00.
Total
Chicago Mission, 6039 Halsted St., in $17-73charge of Sr. S a r a h Bert, Bro. B. L. BroExpended.
baker and Sr. Nancy Shirk.
Paid for Coal 17.73.
Des Moines Mission, 1171 14th, St. in
POOR F U N D .
charge of Eid. J. R. and A n n a Zook.
Coal iVi tons $12.42; provisions $4.00.
Jabbok Orphanage, Thomas, Okla., in
charge of E. N. and A i e l l a Engle, R. 3 box 1. Total $16.42
Balance on hand $15.26.
San Francisco Mission, 52 Cumberland St.,
OTHER DONATIONS.
Sr. Stevenson, Chicin charge of Sr. Lizzie Winger and workers.
ago, 111, VMo\; flour, sugar, potatoes, rice,
Dayton Mission, 601 Taylor St., in charge Srs. Martins, Gilbert, j a m ; Mt. Carttnei
o<f IW. H. and Susie Boyer.
•Home 15 lbs. beef, butter; Bro. Stump, New
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Paris, Ind., sausiage; Miyrtle Zook, Morrison,
11, 6 lb. butter ; H. Hoover, J. Bert, D. Bert,
B. Bert, Detroit, Kans., eggs, dried .fruit,
sausage, butter chicken; Sr. Musser, Abilene,
corn, cheese,babv garments; J. B. Lehman,
Upland, Cal., case oranges; Sr. Foote and
others, case eggs; Sr. ReMinger, Ind chickens and eggs.
Sarah' Bert and worke.s.
6039 Halstead, St. Chicago.
Phone Wentworth 7122.
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father to send her home, she being afraid
of him and his guns, refused, and the father
protected her. The next moment the father
lay dead upon the ground.
Of-course he
was tried and sentenced to State Penetentiary
for eighteen years.
She is left with ten
children one being born shortly after the
trial.
About two months after the trial
she lost everything she had in the world,
house and all her furniture by fire, burnt
every thing to the ground.
Her children
are all! a year apart in age so they are very
FROM SR. BOULTER.
young.
Now, dear brethren, if you will permit I
To. all the dear brethren, Greeting, I come would like to help her now since our sister
to you with a heartful of gratitude this has left us. If you feel that you too would
beautiful morning; for what you have done like to assist me I should be glad indeed.
for me in the past few weeks, and I want She will try and find a little work to do but
to thank you too for the prompt, willing and will be unable to do enough to get her things
generous response to my appeal for help. together again.
I thought I would like to
Every attention has been given to those help her get a little two room shack put up,
dear sufferers: the sister with cancer, God just a place to crawl in and call home. It
alone knows what she has gone thru, in will not cost much so if you feel like helpthe long hours of the night when her pains ing me to this end I will be glad.
would come over her.
She could be heard
I have still $20.00 on hand to begin with.
in her sweet angel voice, singing,
Enclosed I send list of givers, and if any
"Jesus promised me a home over there,
name was overlooked please be so kind as to
No imore sickness, sorrow, pain, or death, tell ime. And I will gladly correct it.
'Jesus promised me a home over there."
I would yet add, please do not send money
It is risky and also temptOh it was wonderful to bear her talk and loose in letter.
sing the past few weeks. She had a nurse ing to many who handle these letters. Once
to help her -day and night, oh how thankful more, I wish to thank you one and all for
she was: every comfort was extended to her. what you have done for me, and pray the
She would take our hands in hers and say, rich blessings of God be yours.
Money received.
"Oh, I love you so much."
Levi Hershey, Elizabethtown, Pa., $2.00;
I am so sorry that I hesitated not asking J. E. Haldeman, Hope, Kans., $2.00; H.
you sooner, that she need not have lain there Bowers, Hope, Kans., $1.00; A. J. Snively,
so long, a whole year, and suffered because Hope, Kans., $1.00; W. P. Engle, Hope,
of the lack of comforts.
Well, its all over Kans., $1.00; J. E. Bowers, Hope, Kans.,
now: she has gone to her home over there, $1.00; H. E. Bohen, (Hope, Kans., $ .50;
where she loved to sing and tell about. God Catherine Kohl, Graters Ford, Pa., $1.00;
Box 62, Souderton, Pa., $5.00; Annie E. Solhas taken her away, oh how we miss her. lenberger, Fayetteville, Pa., $1.00; D. D.
She was the .most beautiful corpse I ever Haldeman, Quinter, Kans., $2.50; Jacob S.
beheld.
A smile was on her lips in death. Witmer, Brown City, ,Mioh., $5.00; S. M.
Much was done for her thru your gener- Basic, San Francisco, Cal., $5-°o; Mrs. Jos.
osity. I also helped with the burial expen- Byers, Greencastle, Pa., $2.00; Clara Mailer,
ses, as there was nothing except what some Martinsburg, Pa., $1.00; Martha H. Witmer,
of the neighbors would help. Again I want Messiah Home $5.00; W. O. Baker, Louisto thank you for her, and also for the little ville, Ohio, $3.00; Ralph Voss, Morrison, 111.,
woman with her baby. Of-fcourse most was $2.50; A. brother, Weilersville, Ohio, $1.00;
J. M. and R. J. Landis, Thomas, Okla., $3.00;
done for this dying sister.
Henry Winger, Fisherville, Out, $2.00; Mrs.
I still have a few dollars left to help an- Susie Royer, Dallas Centre, Iowa, $2.00; J.
other suffering soul.
Her husband in a E. Lautenslager, Cedar Springs, Pa., $3.00;
drunken fit shot and killed her father.
She Mrs. Lidia Ringer, Louisville, Ohio, $10.00;
with nine children took refuge in her father's Harry M Bosler, Louisville, Ohio, $3.00; Mr.
house.
He went then and commanded her and Mrs. Jacob Sohock, Washington Boro,
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Pa., $1.00; Mrs. Andrew Sider Stevensville,
Out., $5.00; J. F. Lindaman, Waynesboro,
Pa $1.00; Mrs John Wolgemuth Elizabethtown, Pa., $2.00; Mrs Geo. Rogers,
Creemore, Ont., $1.00; Mrs. J. D. Winger,
Wardsville, Ont., $2.00; Anna Myers. Mereersburg, Pa., $5.00.
Your unworthy sister,
Bertha Boulter.
CEDAR SPRINGS, PA.
_______
"Praise the Lord; for the Lord is good
sing praises unto his name for it is pleasant."
Dearly beloved:
Tho' a little late, may we still report for
a blessed series of (meetings held at Cedar
Springs, beginning Feb. 11, and closing Fab.
28, proving a blessing to the children of
God as well as the simmer.
The brethren came we believe to be used
for God's honor and glory, desiring that they
might be hid away, and Jesus only be uphfted.
Many souls yielded to the convicting Spirit
and sought the Lord for the pardon of their
sins, and professed to (have found the
Savior.
Brother Jacob Martin was with us one
week, when he received word to return to
Elizabethtown to officiate at the funeral of an
aged sister.
While Biro. Martin was with
us he improved the time for God and gave
forth the Word of God in its purity. O bow
blessed was that word of God as it was
given to us!
Our hearts were made to
rejoice and the Spirit of the Lord was rained upon us like manna from heaven.
We
were sorry that it was necessary ifor him
to leave us but wishing him God speed he
departed, and Bros. Basehore and Oilmenhaga continued the meetings, and the interest which was very good from the beginning
continued to the close.
Brother Olimenhaga labored faithfully in
preaching and singing the truth of God's
Word into the hearts of his hearers.
Bro.
Basehore standing nobly by him as a faithful co-worker, he taking up Bible Study and
conducting the testimony meeting's, which
were blessed for young and old, some of the
new converts giving bright evidence of the
saving power of Jesus.
We were thankful that we could have dear
sister Clfcnenhaga with us and though only
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a short time she earnestly engaged in the
Master's service.
^
(M
the ^ ^
Wess ^ ^
|work ^
,.
, ,
.
.,..
llves of those that are
willing to consecrate
all for Jesus,
Cor.
• «»
MARTINSBURG, PA.
The 'meetings that were held at Martinsburg, Pa., following the meetings at Spring
Hope, Pa., conducted by Eld. D. W. Breton
olf Huimm-alstown, Pa., are mow again in the
\ y e ,feej ; t w a s a profitable season
past
tirilat w e enjoyed and for which (we praise
Three were wk'.'ng to obey the
t n e Lord.
c a ii ; m < j others, we believe, were consider; n g ,the matter but rejected the call and wait
£_• a more convenient season, which, we
hope, may fo->, but it possibly may go with
)tJ h em a s wjtfa , so many others, that convenient
t ime never came,
These three converts, with three others,
t, hat had started earlier in the winter were
>the rfhurdi on Sunday March 7.
u n i l t e d wkh
that they may be kept by the power
W e pvay
of

God

Roaring

D ^ Nisslev
Springs, Pa., Mar. 15, 1915.
** *
MTSiHABEZI MISSION,

This year has been an exceptional ont.
Successive rains have continued for nearly
three months.
The total rainfall at this
place being over forty nine inches at the present writing. We appreciated the few hours
of sunshine that we usually got in the morning but 'both the corn .and vegetable crop have
toeen much damaged.
The river frequently
overflowed its banks and has now taken part
of «he garden to form its bed.
A number of natives have lost their lives
in attempting to cross the rivers.
In one
case a child was washed off its mother's
shoulders and carried down the stream leaving the mother almost frantic,
The high water and frequent rains also
lessened the attendance at both the w:ek'y
and Sunday services but we were glad for
those who could come and manifested a i interest in the meetings. A number have re-
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cently expressed a desire to yield thiimelvts
to the Lord.
Our prayer is that as our
Father has seen fit to send these abundant
showers of rain upon the earth so He may
also graciously pour down showers of blessing, in convicting and saving power, upon
this people in this New Year.
We realize
that much depends upon the missio '.ary.
God's human instruiments, in leading these
darkened and ignorant souls into the true
light of the gospel. God has been laying
the burden of souls upon our hearts. Will
you unite your prayers with ours that many
may be saved 'and led out into the full liberty of the children of God?
Pray also
for ius that we may do our part in pointing
them to the one Who saves from all sin.

A TRIP TO THE

MATOPO

MISSION.

irai
Christmas Day with its cheer and goodwill to all; its services with the usual praise
to God, and adoration of the Christ the greatest of all gifts 'that was ever bestowed upon
mankind, was once more in the past.
Most of the boys and girls had gone to
their homes for a months vacation, and quietness, in general, seemed to reign over the
whole premises.
It was tho't advisable that Sr. A'lvis, Bro.
Winger, and myself take advantage of this
special opportunity and spend a few weeks,
for a change, at the Matopo Mission. Ernest
at this time, was home from school spending
vacation with his parents and he also accompanied us.
Our starting out was delayed for a few
days on account of the heavy rains, but hoping that weather conditions 'would be more
favorable we concluded to start out on Wednesday afternoon Dec. 30, travelling by the
new road. I might say we rode quite comfortably in the new two-seated covered
wagon that was sent out from America about
a year ago. As we have only two mules,
ten donkeys were also unspanned, thus requiring two boys to accompany us as drivers.
They walk as it is often necessary to lead
the donkeys to keep such a long team in the
middle of the road. It was especially needed, on this trip as the ground was very wet
and miry at places.
We reached the river, a mile distant, without much difficulty.
The boys first waded
thru to make sure that 'the footing for the

iT

team and wagon would be secure. We then
started in but when the last two donkeys had',
gained footing on the opposite bank the
whiffletree broke leaving the [mules and
wagon standing in the water.
The mules
were outspanned and one boy was sent home
'for another whiffletree While the other one.
was sent to call two of our boys plowing,
•with two yoke of oxen in a field not far
distant. These soon arrived and in a short
time these strong oxen had landed us safely
on the bank.
One hour slipped by before
we were again on the way.'
During our stop at the river rain began to
fall which ended in a heavy shower flooding
the road and newly made streams.
About
six miles west of the Mission are several
huts and a store which are occupied by a
native 'family and we hastened if possible to
reach (there by sunset for here in Africa the
twilights are short.
This we did and as
soon as our wishes were told to the young
man Who came to meet us, he immediately
consented, and hurriedly swept the floor of
a vacant hut which he said Sr Alvis and I
might occupy. This hut is used by a white:
man who owns the store and comes occasioniy to look after the business there.
We
were thankful for this shelter froim the rain.
Here we stored onr baggage and spread
down our blankets- for the night, then turned,
our attention to preparing -'the evening meal.
Near by some poles were erected with a
roof overhead. Under this we were invited
to cook and eat our food.
But here again
we experienced much discomfort for the
water soaked wood would scarcely burn and
the smoke insisted in circling round under
the roof causing us to wipe away many unbidden tears and making it necessary, sometimes, to seek pure air out in the open. The.
meal was eaten by candle light after which
we took the privilege and had a short gospel service with the natives in their hut.
Before dawn we were again astir and soonon the way.
During the first part of the
day we had some light rains and mist but
the afternoon was all itlhat could be desired.
We travelled thru some wet and boggy places
then as we. began to climb the Mato'po Hills
we found the road more sandy and solid.
By the kind providence of God 'we reached
the Matopo Mission about 8.45 P. M. on the
last day of the old year.
We found the dear ones there quite we'll

r
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with the . exception of Bro. Steigerwald.
While in the act of mounting a mule, after
visiting a sick person at a kraal some weeks
• before, he was thrown to the ground and sustained a badly sprained knee.
iHe had
suffered
considerably but was improving
asamewhat.
While there t h e brethren made a trip into
Bulawayo.
T h e Srs. Alvis and Heisey had
expected to accompany them and spend a
week with friends in town but unfortunately
Sr. Heisey took down with an attack of
fever.
W e are gilad to say that in a few
days she was able to be about again.
The
days were pleasantly spent with our brother
and sisters but the time came when we again
felt it our duty to return home.
Accordingly we, with the, exception of Sr. Alvis,
who remained at the Matopos for an indefinite time, bade farewell early on Monday
morning Jan. I I , and started homeward.
T h e morning was perfect: as the day advanced the heat became greater and during
our second outspan we noticed that clouds
were beginning to gather and showed signs of
an approaching thunder storm.
W e were
anxious to reach (home that evening and in
order to shorten the distance we left the
road going by the store and took a new road
thru the veldt which we knew was good during the d r y season.
However we found
travelling here quite difficult for we encountered .much marshy ground.
Our speed was
also considerably hindered because of the
•threatening rain that overtook us.
W e agaim reached the main road before dark and
still had hopes of being able to cross the
river but on account of the dense clouds and
falling rain night overtook us 'earlier than
:usual.
?oon the road could not be seen
except by flashes of lightning which only
seemed to intensify the blackness.
After
going on for some time iwe came to a miry
; place in the centre of the road and it became
evident we could go no farther that night.
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the life saving station of our Lord and Savior from the blackness of eternal night. T h e
best we could do was to make ourselves as
comfortable as possible and wait for the
morning light.
W h e n it again dawned the first duty was
to get the wagon out upon solid ground. This
was accomplished ity the first effort and soon
we were once more at the river's brink. Up
on our arrival we found the water deeper
than 'when 'we had gone thru before and we
feared to cross with the team.
A boy was
immediately seat home and returned wa'i
four yoke oif good oxen and an extra boy
to assist us in crossing.
It was some time
before they could be gotten in place for the
current was strong, at one time two o*f them
were taken off their feet, but at last everything was arranged and they steadily plowed thru, the wagon dipping water as they
went.
Being fearful of going down the
steep bank Ernest and I had alighted and
imost of the baggage had also been removed
from the wagon.
Ernest was assisted thru
the deepest place while I was carried accross
by two of the native boys.
It was interesting to watch the boys carry the goods
over on their heads and also to bring the
mules and donkeys thru.
Some of the donkeys were totally submerged for a little time
and I wondered what would happen but soon
their heads were seen above the water and
finally all were safely landed.
When we were yet a distance from home
little Lois and Mabel came running to meet
us, little Mabel chatting all the while for she
had many things to tell us after being parted for nearly two weeks.
T h e others met
us in the yard.
W e were thankful for our
Father's protecting care over us while absent one from another and also for once
more bringing us safely home to our place
of labor.
(While it is restful to the body and encouraging to the soul to sometimes lay aside the
duties that daily press upon us and seek the
association and fellowship of our brethren
and sisters at the other stations, yet it is the
chief aim and supreme joy of every true
missionary to be found at his post of duty
doing whatsoever his hand findeth to do,
with his might, as unto the Lord.

We were now just two miles from home
and aitho' the dear ones there were not a-vraTt. of t h e ' short distance that lay between
us, yet we could see the light of Mtshabezi
Mission shining out brightly in the darkness
as if to welcome the weary traveller to its
safe retreat.
Just so, we sincerely hope,
Yours in Christian fellowship.
the light of the gospel of Jesus Christ as
JHannah Baker.
taught and lived in that place is inviting
;or)or =in-\vreciked sinners to take refuge in Mtshabezi Mission, S. Africa. Feb. 11, 1915.
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FROM A SISTER.
"Weeping may endure for a night hut joy
cometh in the morning" (Psalms 30:5).
This verse is real to me at present as also
are many others.
"Blessed are they that
mourn for they shall be comforted," Jesus
said, and O how true!
In Isaiah 61 we
read, He came to bind up the broken hearted; comfort all that mourn, to pour the oil of
joy for mourning, to give the spirit of praise
for heaviness, and everywhere blessing is
pronounced for those that mourn, sorrow is
better than laughter, mourning better than
feasting. The wise fere found in the house
of mourning.
Thus saith the Lord, A voice is heard in
Ramalh of bitter weeping, Rachel weeping
for her children, refused to be comforted.
The Lord said, Refrain thy voice from weeping and thy eyes from tears, for thy work
shall 'be rewarded and they shall come again
from the land of the enemy. Again, Jacob
mouraeth and refused to be comforted for
his son Joseph when bis brethren envied
and hated and took his coat of many colors
and dipped it in a kid's blood and brought
it to their father. Read Genesis chapter 37.
He thought his son was in the grave and he
would go there too mourning, and thus his
father wept. Do we wonder?
On the other hand we shall not be sad as
are the hypocrites, making a long face, yea,
disfigure our face, pretend or appear to men
(Matt 6:16), nor even sad like the rich fellow when Jesus told him he lacked one thing.
No it should make us glad when Jesus tells
us the truth, for He loves to tell us the
truth.
The truth is always love.
Why
should we walk away sorrowful?
Surely
if our eyes are holden from Hiitm as were
the disciples in Luke 24 :<i6. Jesus saw they
were isad.
Jesus went sorrowing even till death. Hannah in I Sam. 11113, when her lips moved
but her voice was not heard, Eli thought
she was drunk. Hannah said, My Lord, I
am a woman of a sorrowful spirit.
I am
not a daughter of Belial, but out of the abundance of my icomiplaint and grief have
I spoken. Then Elli prayed ifor the Lord's
handmaiden and she found grace in His
sight, and her 'countenance was nlo more sad.
These passages have (been a comfort to me
and there was a reason.
One of my sad

experiences was on the 5th day of Mar-h.
In the silent night hour death came and stole
away my .mother. I was all alone with her
when, without a struggle, she made that,
solemn change, time for eternity: sev_n years
ago at the midnight hour my father went
the way of all flesh. Twenty years ago my
husband left me a widow, but I could gohome to my parents then but now they ere
all gone.
I certainly fell sad and lonely he. a in my
kitchen.
The bed is empty, her chair at
the table is vacant, the kitchen is so quiet:
I had some scalding tears, but, after all, I
can truly say Thy will be done.
Mother
lived over three score and ten years, as
Moses says in Psalm go.
While she was
eighty-two years old it is as a tale that was
told to me. God is wiping away my tears.
I have kind friends brothers and sisters
temporal and spiritual, and a God who looked with an eye of pity down thru the glotom
as I prayed to Him and said, I, will never
leave nor forsake thee.
Bro. Shoaltz from Canada; was with us for
several weeks pouring out the kernel of the
word in aid his discourses telling of the
Spirit-filled, sanctified, victorious, overcoming
life, which is the only life that counts with
God. Surely we had to say a prophet had
been among us. My soul was in the height
of glory. I was expecting not to miss one
meeting, and I do thank God for all I did
enjoy, though death broke in and.'made me
sad, yet I feel to work on, and hope we all
will get down before God and get right with
Him, I, for myself, so that when I go to
prayer meeting I may have a living testimony, life in prayer and song.
I feel
ashamed of the little zeal, and life in song,
testimony, or prayer.
It surely is not on
God's side, no, never. I feel if any effectual work shall be done we must have the
fire of God in us. Wie may have love but
is it perfect love?
We may have joy but
is it a full joy?
We may have peace but
is it perfect peace?
We may have rest
but is it sweat sweet rest?
If not God
pity us.
Brc. Shoaltz helped us brethren on in the
deeper things of God. I doubt whether he
saw what he would have liked to tsee but
be left us in 'the Lord's hands. There was
certainly some genuine work done in ;aint
(Continued on page 22).
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PUBLISHERS' NOTICK

OBITUARY.

To Subscribers—I.
O u r t e r m i arc casa in
aid vane;.
2. When writing to have your address
changed be sure to give both old and new
address.
3. T h e date on the printP' 4 label will show
to subscribers when their subscription expires.

T U R N G R E N . — M a r y Acemia
Turngren,
daughter of Gustaf and the late Mary T u r n gren, b o r a May 4, 1884, died Mar. 4, 1915.
aged 30 years, and 10 months. T h e departed
leaves a father and three sisters Ellen,
Amanda, and Mrs. Mann, to mourn their
loss, and many friends.
Mary was a great
sufferer all her life which was the means of
her having to lay aside ambitions and desires
of a young iperson.
In her last illness she
was unconscious imost o f the t i m e : once
when she rallied she began singing "Jesus
Lover of my soul," and spoke of the Lord's
presence.
Funeral was held at the Chicago
Mission Sunday, March 7.
Services were
conducted by brothers Brubaker and Carlson,
(and Rev. O. L- Ohslund (Swedish).
Interment in Mt. H o p e cemetery.

To the Poor—who are unable to pay—wc
tend the paper free on the 'recommendation of
others or upon their individual requests. I n dividual requests must fce rene'wed every fix
months as a matter of good faith.
To Correspondents—1.
Articles for publication must be written on one side of the
paper only.
Write all business letters en
separate sheets.
2. Corrimunications without the author's
name will receive no recognition.
3. Corrimainioations for the VISITOR should
be sent to the Editor at least ten days before
date of issue.
4. If you do not receive the VISITO* within
ten days froim date of issue, write us at once
and we will send the number called for.

M A N G B E R M A R — S a m u e l C. Manghermar was born in Paris, Ohio, July 9, 1837.
He, when a boy, moved with his parents to
South Bend, Ind.
On Aug. 29, 1869, he was
married to Hellen M. Johnson, who preceded him to the Spirit world about nine years
ago.
To this union were born three children, Mrs. Blanch Hainer of Herrington,
M a r y at home and H a r r y of Ellis, Kans.
al1 surviving.
H e with his family moved to
Dickinson Co., Kans., iin '1873, and a year
later moved on the farm one mile north of
G R A N T H A M , PA., A P R I L 5, 1915.
Navarre where he lived the 'remainder oif his
life which after several weeks of suffering
came to an end, Feb. 28, 1915, at the age of
77 years, 7 months and 19 days.
Funeral
TRACTS.
was held at the home and buried at the E n terprise cemetery.
Services were conducted
by Bisfaao Jaoolb N. Engle, improving the
What We Believe and Why We Believe It, occasion from Heb. 9:27.
per hundred, 20c.
An Interesting Conversation, per hundred,
S T A U F F E R . — J a c o b E. Stauffer was burn
15c
near Canton, Stark Co., Ohio, July 22, 1835,
Death Eternal, per hundred, 15c.
died at his home in Abilene Kans., Mar. 12,
Retribution, per hundred, 15c.
1915, aged 80 years, 7 months and 20 days.
Prayer, per hundred, 15c.
Bro. Stauffer wias married three times as fol"Scriptural Head Veiling, per hundred, $1.25. lows, Barbara Hoffman, March 22, 1855. She
Mary Rice, in 1873.
T h e W o r m that Never Dies, per hund., 15c. passed away in 1872.
She died in 1890.
Elizabeth Bowers, in 1892.
Points for Consideration, per hundred, 12c. Of the first famlily four survive out of nine:
Scripture T e x t Envelopes, per hundred, 20c. of the second two survive of four. T h e last
Scripture T e x t Mottoes, $10.00 worth for wife, with one daughter of a previous marriage, survives.
Deceased was converted to
$6.00.
Postage extra.
Orders for the above tracts, papers and God when a young man and united with the
Brethren in Christ chunoh of which he reenvelopes should be addressed, Geo. Detwiler, mained a steadfast and loyal adherent. W h e n
1216 Walnut St., Harrisburg, Pa. Tracts are forty years old he was ordained to She ministry and continued active in this relation as
free to mission workers.
long as bis age and physical strength permitted.
His memory abides as a benediction to the communities in which he lived.
Every element in the missionary prob- H e manifested an .ardent interest in all the
m depends ior its solution upon prayer. affalirs of the church. His domestic relations
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were above reproach.
H i s personality was
attractive and his friends were numerous and
Strongly attached.
H e was a hearty, wholesome, noble soul whose life has not been lived
in vain.
.Funeral services were conducted
a t the Abilene church on Monday afternoon,
conducted by Bishops J. N. Engle and M. G.
Engle.
Interment in Abilene cemetery.
B R E N N E M A N . — M r s . Sarah Brenneman
was born at West Fairview, Cumlb. Co., Pa.,
May 17, 1845.
Death came very unexpectedly on E a s t 6th Street, Abilene Kans., on
Monday evening Mar 15, 6.30 in the evening
thus releasing her from the. severe sufferings
of orib- a few days duration.
Her age was
69 years, 9 months and 28 days.
T h e end
came peacefully as one (falling asleep. Hers
was' a life well spent, and we feel that, the
world was better for her having lived in it,
as her endeavor was to be at peace with all,
and as she lived for peace so the end seemed to be one of peace and calm.
Of her it
may truly fee said, she did much to cheer
and help the sick and to succor those in
need.
With her charity, forbearance, love,
mercy and goodness, counted for more than
earthly gain. There are none we believe who
can truthfully say. that after she accepted the
Christian faith, she did not endeavor to follow these graces and noble impulses of which
the heavenly Father had given her such a
bounteous store.
Her maiden name was
Bowman, a daughter of Benjamin Bowman.
She had four brothers and one sister of whom
only the sister lis yet living. S h e was united
in -marriage to Heisey W. Brenneman in the
year 1863.
To this union was born one son,
Benjamin F.. who with his wife and two sons,
Francis and James survive her.
Her husband preceded her to the spirit world about
eleven years ago. She united -with the Brethren in Christ church in Pennsylvania some
thirty years ago, of which body she continued
a faithful member until the end.
Bro. Brennemanis moved from Pennsylvania to Abilene.
Kans., in the year 1886, where they lived until
life's career ended.
Services were held in
-the Brethren's church at Abilene, conducted
by J. N. Engle assisted by Eldeis Jno. H e r r
and M.. L. Hoffman.
Text, I. Cor. is •
55-58.
DONER.—Died, a t Gormley, Ont., Feb. 13,
1915, Elizabeth, beloved wife -of Daniel Doner,
in her 58th year.
Sister Doner was the only
daughter of the late -Samuel Heise of Creemore, Ont., and formerly of Mark-ham, where
sister Doner was born.
She was married
to Mir. Doner in 1881 and their union was
blessed with five children, two sons and three
daughters.
She had six brothers, all living
at (the time of her decease, but scattered far
apart.
-Sister Doner was for many years a
faithful im-ember of the Mennonite Brethren
in Christ ohurch.
She had a good Christian
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experience of salvation by faith in Jesus
Christ that held good thru all the trials and
sufferings she was lately called to pass thru.
T h e disease that caused her death (cancer
of the bowels) was so insidious in its approach, and so intensely painful, in its later
stages, to bear -and to witness, that death came
as an ang-el of mercy.
Sister Doner was a
moddl wife and .mother, and her children rise
up to call her blessed. H e r home was a home
o!f order and Christian -hospitality where God's
servants were always welcome, and encouraged in their holy calling.
To the sick and
poor she was a true friend.
She will be
missed much in the home, the -church and the
community, but it will be a 'fragrant memory.
Interment took place Feb. 16, at Heise Hill.
Services were conducted -in the church by her
pastor, Eld. (Sievenpiper and Bro. Peter Steckley, to a large assembly of relatives and
friends.
At the close of his discourse the
pastor read the following "Lines in memory
of S-r. Doner" written by Bro. F. Elliott, who
thru illness was not present to assist in the
service.
"Precious in the slight of the -Lord is the
death of his saints" (Psa. .1116:5).
'Tis past, the months of weakness, of weary
pain are past,
T h e trials all are over, safe home, safe home,
at last;
Left this tired -worn out body, and took her
joyful flight,
Up to the realms of glory, eternal Life, and
Light.
She needs no more your service, your kind
unwearying care,
It cheered her heart and helped her the painful Jot to bear,
Fond hopes retreated, varnished, when all had
done th-eir best,
God called, "Come home, thou weary child,
to scenes of heavenly rest."
Father, your true companion; who, once your
youthful bride,
O'er all these years has travelled, so faithful
iby your side,
Has left you sad and lonely; no more your
lot to share,
Her voice is lost -in silence, and vacant is her
chair.
Children, the loving mother, your dearest
friend on earth,
Who soothed your childhood troubles, and
loved your childish mirth;
Watched well your youthful footsteps, and
offered many a prayer,
That you might seek the Savior, and shun the
tempter's snare.
Brothers, your iminds run back, no doubt, to
scenes of long ago,
When all were home together; beside the
fireside glow;
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When the circle was unbroken, and your
NEWS OF CHURCH ACTIVITY.
hearts from care were free,
(Continued from page 19)
How you loved your little sister, as she- sat and sinner.
Pray God will bless him and
on mother's knee.
hope some one will report.
A few souls
I don't expect
How precious are those memories, they will were saved and sanctified.
be more precious still,
much sleep to-night I have been encouraged
When the sleeping form is resting, in the often to write for the Visitor and the Lord
graveyard on the hill,
Pray for me.
Beneath the snows of winter; and the sum- spoke to-night.
Amanda Snyder.
mer flowers bloom,
They will shed a holy fragrance, in the days
and years to come.
A SISTER'S LETTER.
Shed your tears of sweet affection, it is no
shame to weep,
When Jesus our dear Master wept, o'er His Dear brethren and sisters.
friend who fell asleep;
I have for some time felt to write a few
But let bis word console you, and quiet all
lines
for the VISITOR; so by the help of Gad
complaints,
For, Precious in the sight of God, is the I will make the effort.
I am so thankful
death of His dear saints.
to 'God for His saving and sanctifying power. Once when I was sick and had to keep
my bed I became so sick and tired of my
IX)VE FEASTS.
sinful life. Then I thought O what a friend
Pennsylvania.
is Jesus and I began to sing.
Then the
Mt Pleasant Rapho dist
May ,13, 14. Spirit came and lifted me up into the heavens
Ail Hill,
May 26, 27. and Jesus came and spoke to me. He said
Mechanicsburg
May 29, 30. I shall have a crown to wear and a house
Pequea
May 29, 30. that wasn't made with hands, but made, eterCome via Millersville, Leave car at Nornally in the heavens.
Then my husband
ton's shop.
called me back out of this glorious state sayGraters Ford,
May 29, 30.
Cross Roads,
May 111, 12, ing dt was time to take my medicine. I told
ediFairland
June 2, 3, him I 'had something far better than
cine,
I
had
found
Jesus
precious
to
my
soul
Silverdtle,
June 5, 6,
Pen isylvania State Council at Harrisfourg. and had been made whole, both soul and
body. I was baptized with the Holy Spirit.
April 8, 1915. Important work on hand.
My tongue Was unable to express the joy I
Ohio.
felt in my heart. My cup was full and runRichland and Ashland, At Place of Confer- ning over with joy.
ence
May 16.
I thank God that He helped me to surWest Milton, Highland M. H., .. May 29, 30. render my whole life to Him.
I said yes
deep down, in my heart. I thank Him for
Kansas.
What He can and will do for us if we let
State (Council and Sunday School Conference Him lead us.
I cannot thank Him suffiwill convene at Betihel church, Wednesday, ciently for the gift of His dear Son who
March 31, and Thursday, April I.
died on the cross for a poor sinner like me.
Oklahoma.
My dear loved ones, if we only serve Hliei
Thomas, Bethany M. H
April 24, 25. because we want to get to heaven we are
not worthy of Him.
We should love and
serve Him with a deep heart desire because
An Ontario reader requests that some it is right to do so.
one define the Prayer or Head Covering O I can'lt praise His dear name enough
for what He has done for me. Glory to
for women professing Christ, and
His dear name, for what He 'has done for me
Baptism by immersion, giving Scrip- in times that are past. It would take too
ture references for same.
long to tell it all. Three times I was sick
Will some one undertake to supply and the Lord healed me. My joy is to do
the answers to these questions?
His will.
Sometimes I feel so strong in
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His love that I think nothing shall be able
to seperate me from the love of God which
is in Christ Jesus.
Neither height nor
depth, nor angels, nor principality nor power,
n o r things to come shall be able to separate
me from the love of God which is in Christ
Jesus.
I thank God that the blood of Jesus
saved me.
I feel I must yet tell of a (miracle Jesus
did for me.
Nearly two years ago I was
laid on ~ slick bed and was taken to the
hospital and the doctor said I'd have to
undergo an operation.
I said no, I would
die if it was the Lord's will.
T h e n they
brought me home very sick and weak, I was
unable to eat lanything, had wonderful pains
in my stomach, felt as if I was almost starving, was unable to eat because of pain.
My
daughter had ithe doctor come again and be
said I'd have to go back to the hospital and
be operated on.
I prayed earnestly to God
that I might get well.
That night I had a
vision.
T h e sky was clear and I was walking out in the lane. T h e grass was so green
and everything was so nice.
I sat down
on t h e grass along the Water's bank.
I had
a bucket in my hand and dipped up some
water and drank it.
T h e n I got so hungry.
I looked up to the heavens at the
beautiful stars.
The heavens opened and a
cake dame down on the grass near where I
was sitting.
I didn't touch it until I called
my neighbor as she was in her yard.
She
came, then I broke the cake and gave her a
piece a n d we ate together.
It was so good.
T h e n she vanished from me, and the Lord
told m e I would get well rapidly.
I then
awoke and was so happy in Jesus after I had
eaten the cake and was made well and could
eat anything.
O hoW can I praise Hiis dear nalme enough
for what H e has done for me, glory to His
name, Hallelujah to Jesus.
W h e n God is
for us who can be against us?
I don't
want anyone to praise me ,for tthlis.
I t is
all true and the praise belongs to Jesus.
I
am only a sinner saved by grace.
I have
loved ones in glory: they are beckoning me
to. come.
I want to imeet them, some sweet
day.
I feel like humbling myself at the
feet of Jesus.
I am living only for Jesus
I remain,
Y o u r sister in our dear redeemer
Amanda M. Irvin.
Harrisburg,
Pa.
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A SISTER'S "TESTIMONY.
Dear readers of the VISITOR:—
I felt impressed tonight to write a few
lines to the glory o i God, for what H e has
done for me.
Oh, I am so glad that God
brought me out of sin's darkness into His
marvelous light.
When I think how far different the Bible,
as also the beautiful German hymns appear
to rnie now from former times: it is wonderful what a change it makes when God
comes into our hearts.
I was reared in Germany until the age
of nearly thirteen when I came to this country.
While at school in Germany we were
taught the Bible and Catechism, also Hymns,
but oh the difference there is between now
and then when I read them.
Now I can meditate upon them and look
up to heaven in prayer, or cry to God.
I
wish I could express myself as I feel it.
My heart's desire is to live so that I may
show gratefulness to God.
I am truly
glad I ever found this blessed w a y ; also
thankful that God keeps us, to be no more
of the world, and gives us what we need to
stay away from the world.
I have not been very well in body but am
looking to H i m from whence cometh my
help.
Pray for me.
Caroline Eblers.
Buffalo,
N. Y. Mar. 14, 1915.

TESTIMONY.

It always does me good to read testimonies in the VISITOR, and I often wonder why
there a r e not a good many more.
Then
the thought comes to me.
Have you done
your part?
I'm sure iwe can all praise the
Lord for something, and I feel like praising
Him because H e saved me, and keeps me
saved.
While I have only been on this
gospel highway a little over two years, I can
say it has been the best time of my life.
I
have had a few trials and tesits, but, praise
the Lord, I always feel happier and stronger
after them.
T h e first year I did not live
as close to t h e Lord as I should have done.
I began to dig deeper, and I got to the place
where I said yes, to the whole will of God,
and I felt a great change.
But yet there
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was one bad thing, and that was foolish
talking and jesting, although I kept on praying over
rt.
I was among the Brethren m another part
.-.• .
. ,
.
. v ,,
-t
J
thus winter and began to get light on it and
it brought condemnation to my heart and tonight I can praise the Lord He has given me
complete victory over it.
I can say with
nic poet
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thoughts.
Now, if our high schools
, a r e s u c h a g r e a t benefit to souls, and to
.the church, where are our good w r i t e r s
,
,
,
. , , , . ,,
so that our church paper might foe better
»" ."""- " "
r v
&
right along? Every last one Should be
the best.
j haye a,so heard the r e m a r k m a d
'•
o u r C h u r c h paper is a cold paper, and
"Bless me Lord and make me a Messing, 'their name has never yet appeared in
I'll gladly ibhy message convey
the columns of the VISITOR to show that
Use me to help some poor needy soul,
t h e y ^'ave (tried to help make it better.
And make me a blessing to-day."
j ^ ^ fo g a y t 0 t h o s e ^
h a y e n0(. y e t
It is so blessed to be in a place where we written, put in your mite and help aare ready for the Lord's coming, and we need long.
I am so glad when the VISITOR
to do all me. can to rescue soulls for the Lord, comes.
It often gives me encourageand the only way is to live an upright, a m e n t
j c a n 0ften s a y j a m e r i ) w h i l e
pure life before God and show our love to- ,re„A\nfr u
wards our fellow men, and give them a hand
in time of need, then the Lord will bless us
I am so glad 'for what God has done
too.
for roe, and what H e is doing for others
I just want to be in the place where the H e is no respector of persons.
And I
Lord can use me at all times for He has a m so glad for that.
H o w could I
promised never to leave nor forsake us. I
I kno'w I cant a]
without Him?
beg an interest in the sprayers of all Gods
. .
,. , . ,
,
, _
, „.: . T
not b e thankful enough, and I w a n t
c ..., ,
people that I may ever .prove faithful.
° '
Alfred J. Davis. ' G o ' d t 0 h a V 6 H i s W a y W l t h m e ' G o d ' S
Gormley, Ont.
' w i I 1 s h a 1 1 b e mine.
W e will receive
no blessing by [having our own way.
O u r blessings come by obeying.
Let
T H O U G H T O F A SISTER.
m gQ h a n d \Q h a n d J d hJp ^
other
—————
along on this good way which the Lord
Dear brethren, sisters, and to all the h a s prepared f o r those that love H i m .
W e c a n hel
readers of the VISITOR, Greeting.
P t h e m a l o n S hy holding on
to the h a n A
I want t o praise God for w h a t H e is
Wlhat a
to me.
A help in time of need.
We
privilege w e have, to do good,
to
noticed in the last VISITOR, the thought
others, and forget ourselves.
Its
was expressed by a w r i t e r that ! the V i s - s o s a d i t 0 l o ' o k u P ' o n t h o s e t h a t try to
ITOR is not as it used to be.
W h a t , ' b e S O i m e 'body else.
H o w careful we
may the reason be?
Some of our dear m u s t ' b e , so we will not b e tangled up
old brethren and sisters have passed i n something which is contrary to God's
a w a y : some are still here, but, their pen word> a t ' t h e same time thinking we are
lies idle for some reason, possibly of old do'mS 'God service, H e b 4 : 1 2 says, " F o r
age.
I want to say to the aged, that t h e w o r d of God is quick and powerful,
we are so glad 'to hear w h a t you still a n d sharper than any two edged sword,
have t o say.
W e believe too that the piercing even to the dividing asunder of
good articles that were printed in s o u l a n d spirit and o'f the joints and
former years Were not all composed by marrow, and is a discerner of the
those that graduated from H i g h Schools, n e a r t - '
and yet their articles w e r e of deep
N o w then, I will not grieve the Lord
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by disobeying because there is no other
way but to trust and obey, may God
bless you all.
Your sister,
Susie Caskey.
Abilene, Kansas.
THE BRIDE, (tihe church) THE LAMB'S
WIFE.
Song of Solomon, 8:55.
BY ISAIAH BASfiHORE.

"Who is this that cometh up from
the wilderness leaning upon her beloved?"
The Song tii Solomon is one among
!
the many beautiful books of the Bible,
containing precious truths.
Some
people consider it as being a soft book,
but if one reads it in the Spirit it becomes more of a reality to him.
It tells the Love of Christ, and the
Love of tihe Church, and shows the relation that obtains between the Church
and Christ: John said, Rev. 21:9:
"Come hither, I will shew thee, the
bride, the Lamb's -wife."
Dear brother and sister, the Church
is still coming up out of the wilderness
(this 'world), and the man and woman
of the world asks "Who is this?" She
is unknown to 'the world, hence the
question, Who is this?
Beloved, those
who know not the Bridegroom know
not those that are 'His.
Those wbo
know not Christ, know not those who
are His, who belong to Him.
The Bride has been transformed by
the Spirit, and this world don't know
her.
If this world knows you yet,
brother -or sister, then get on your knees
and ask God to get you to a place
where the world will, not know you any
more (John 17: 14).
I John 3 : 1 : "Therefore the world
knoweth us not, because it knew Him
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not." They do not know how a man,
or woman, can live an overcoming life,
be a separate people, yea the world does
not know the true child of God.
They
say, Who are they?
How often they
ask, Who are those people?
We, God's people, expect to help
compose the Bride of Christ when He
comes, but those who know not Christ
are not His.
Those that compose
the Bride are they that have pressed
their way tfh.ru for Christ.
The world
possesses no charm for them, they are
completely separated, and the world says
they are such funny people and so queer,
they won't even have a life insurance
policy. But, praise the Lord, they have
a better policy than the world can ever
give, (Psa, 91).
The world some
times asks us what we will do when we
die.
Glory to God, we don't expect
to die: we expect to go with Him when
He comes to gather His loved ones
home. Brother, sister, I am glad I am
one of the unknown ones—unknown to
the world, Praise His dear name.
Now, let us notice the company the
true Church of Jesus Christ keeps. It is
her beloved, He is despised and rejected
by others, by many present-day church
members, but not by Her.
To Her,
He is the fairest among all.
She has
good company and that imakes the way
pleasant for her.
She has the best
company in the world or in heaven, the
'same that God bad—Jesus, "The lily <&i
the valley the bright and morning star."
This language is one of endearment
and speaks o'f the closest relationship,
first thru birth, then thru marriage. We
who have such good company as Jesus,
never want any thing of the world. We
don't flirt with the world, we have
something better, because we 'have One
who can give us everything that is good
for our spiritual being.
'We wont be
found running after the things of the
world.
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The Church is the Bride. What will
be the result if when He comes to call
Her, she will have joined arms with
the world, as so many are doing? Do
you want to be out with some one else
when He comes ? That is the way of
the popular church today.
You cant
have Jesus Christ and the world. Jesus
Christ loves you so much that He wants
you for Himself, and not that you keep
company with someone else.
"Then I bid farewell, to the way of
the world.
To walk in it never more,
For my Lord says, come and I seek
my home,
Where He waits at the open door."
Again, we notice the place of Her
fellowship; the wilderness.
There is
nothing in Her surroundings to satisfy
her but Jesus, her Bridegroom.
How
blessed to have Him!
"Where Jesus
is 'tis heaven there."
Dear ones you can have a great big
heaven in your souls if you allow Jesus
to reign in your life.
This old world
is a wilderness to a man, or woman,
who is living a life of victory.
There
is nothing so precious to them as their
Bridegroom.
He is everything to
themi: the world has nothing to charm
them; the presence of Jesus satisfies.
May we just keep on praising Him
who has redeemed us with His own
blood.
Many who profess 'religion, do
not know what it is to fall in love with
Him, to love Him all the time, every
day of the year, of the month, of the
week, every hour of the day, yes, every
moment; to love Him, and Him only,
just to shout victory and be satisfied no
matter what comes or goes.
Beloved, Jesus knows you and will
keep you till He comes, (Hosea, 2 : 14).
When the test and pressure is on, and
all hell is loosed/and you are being persecuted, do you know that Jesus alone
speaks comfort to you?
H e leads us
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thru these barren places to speak to us
and to tell us there is power in the
blood.
When the test is on, and the
pressure hard God draws, and speaks
and brings us to Himself.
We (have no city here.
We are .
Strangers and Pilgrims, but if we have
Jesus what need we care?
He says,
"Lo, I am with you alway;" and if He
is for us, who can be against us.
His
promise is sure, and we are secure as
we abide in Hitm.
Strangers and Pilgriims; think of it. I like that thought
for as I am a stranger and pilgrim here
I have God on my side.
Notice again the fellowship she has
(I John 1 : 7 ) .
The Father, the Son,
a'nd the Holy Ghost: and as we have
fellowship with Jesus we can commune
just as the patriarchs of old did.
Notice the position of the Church. She
leaned upon her Beloved. That speaks
to us of our own weakness and inability,
and that we have a great big God, and
Jesus to lean on. When we.realize our
weakness, then we have His strength
and the power of His might,
Beloved, His arms are beneath you,
and all hell cannot harm you, if you
just keep in His arms. H e is able to
keep that which you have committed
unto Him. Again, it speaks of a helper.
She needs one to lead Her the
right way.
If we were left alone we
would get side-traoked.
We can't go
ourselves; we need to foe divinely guided by God, thru the Holy Sjpirit who
knows the way from earth to heaven,
Jesus tried the way before and if we
let Him, He will help us clean thru,
May He be our Shepherd, for then we
need mot want.
Dear ones, let us live
as close to Him, as we can, and lean
on His breast.
The more we lean by
faith on our Beloved the more we will
be loved.
I would rather have Jesus
to love me than possess the whole
world, and not have Hkra.
Wouldn't
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you?
May God help us to live close
to Him and be obedient to His will till
He comes.
Dear ones, we are going toward the
Marriage of the Lamb, and Oh, the
thought often pains me to think how
few there will be to meet the Bridegroom. May 'we have our lamp burning and be ready when He comes.
It
is our blessed privilege thru Him.
EUzabetktown, Pa.
ASHAMED OF ME.
BY LEVI HERSHEY.
,

,

SELECTED.
OUR COMFORTING HOPE.
Th* closing word of the Holy Spirit in
the special revelation of the Lord's Coming as recorded in T Thess. 4- 13-18 runs
thus- "Wherefore comfort one another w.tn
these words." The Blessed Hope is to be
of -he most practical use and help to the
believer in the Lord Jesus, while he _ sojourns in this scene, this side tne glorious
event. In no part of all this age have we
had such need of its practical help and blessing and power than at tVs preset mom" ^ the age draws near its close andI t t e
time of the departure of the Church is at

Mark 8: 38, "Whosoever therefore
^ e n e m y ig , m o r e b u s y than ever m
shall be ashamed of me and o-f my J ^ g r e a t efforts against * V « J « " £
words in this adulterous and sinful gen- t h e p e a p i e oi the L o £ J t o r
^
eration; of him also shall the Son of forgotten;that the Lords hand > P
1 \ b e ashamed, when he .ometh m o f ^
£ £ * / £ £ fuller heart
the glory of his Father With the holy g £ ^ Z Christ Jesus, and a growth m
angels."
, g r a c e that can come only in this w a y . M * t
The above Scripture has been so much * v e r t h e trials and difficulties of the war,
on my mind of late; as I have been to
g ^
d t h e i p r e s s l i r e make for our
several church houses that had Christ f u l
J-*<*£
^
t 0 our-U«
portrayed either behind the pulpit or on i n the gospe to
fe«£
^ go m a k e
„me window, H e is portrayed w.th to the saint»• J > °
.^ ^
^
ong hair and a full beard.
He shall for o« P - ^ ^
hi
=
, b e called a Nazarite.
Bible readers « o ^ ^ ^
the « * L
dn a n d ^
kno'w the laws of a Nazarite as m sixth fc ^ ^ o u r ^ . « * J , e
* ^
of Numbers.
preparing His for i
s u r e and
Sampson was to be a Nazarite from from the
his birth to his death.
John the Bap- _ - — _
TTTZ^kdifferent
fet was a Nazarite.
should not be ashamed to look a
^
I said Christ is portrayed as haying { r o m the fashions ot •
.&
long hair and a full beard.
But how s h o u l d be a m a r k e d ^ s t i n c t ^ ^
^
many would there be of those same de- l i f e and form.
*
. the life that
nominations that would if their mm- b r i , n g life, but ^ f ^ e c t
^
isters would not shave or have their hair i s t h e r e . Men are no a s h ^
^
cut for six month or a year, tolerate w o r d ; they carry * e v ?
t l
them. They would soon lose their job, w o r d is confessed f j * " ^
t0 the
and be turned down as cranks.
wonder if 'Uirisi ™
with long
Ashamed of me! The word of God church as He is &*£•
^
would
teaches separation from the world flowing hair ana
.
^
whether
There is no definite form or cut laid n o t shew Has ha**
Q{ H i m
dtfwn, yet to my mind the child of God they would not be asnam
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trial and difficulty and sorrow that are upon
us are so many signs of the nearing advent
of the Lord Jesus Christ in power and glory.
Coupled with many other things that are now
'transpiring in the world and the professing
church we need not feel that we are at all
amiss in saying "the coming of the Lord
has d r a w n near."
W e are on the eve of
the greatest event that ever occured in the
history of this globe, save that of the death
of the Lord Jesus on Calvary's cross.
The
way in which it will change everything in
this scene, in a moment, in the twinkling of
an eye.
T h e tremendous results that will
follow in its wake, ; r e 'beyond our comprehension.
One phase of this Blessed Hope is "set
before us in this fourth chapter of I Thess.
Our coming Lord gives the bidding shout
that gathers all His Saints, whether sleeping
or living, into His blessed presence, and that
in bodies of glory and resurrection power
like unto His own.
And then the Spirit
closes the revelation with the words "Wherefore comfort one another with these words."
T h e term H e uses is suggestive in a very
special way.
It holds in iitself the same
thought as His own name "the Comforter."
The One called in to the side of another to
have full charge of his case and of all that
concerns Him in any way, while we are here
in this scene.
It has the thought of real
solace and comfort of heart to the people
of God.
Nor is there anything like it to
minister joy to the soul amid all the difficulties and trials and sorrows on the way.
It will dry every tear, hush every sigh, stop
all the heartache, remove us beyond the
power and presence of pain, sickness and
death, and b-mg tin'" us a glad re r on with
the loved ones who have gone before us into
the presence off our L o r d ; for we are to
be caught up together with them in clouds
to meet the Lord in the air.
But best of
all we shall then have the unspeakable joy
of there being together like Him and with
Him in that glory. Surely there is unfailing comfort and consolation in all of this.
And when once the heart has taken in this
truth in its preciousness and imiminency there
is great and abundant joy and blessing. And
we go on step by step with the thought that
the very next moment H e may come. T h e r e
is hea.-t joy and soul strength ministered
to us thus amid the greatest possible press-
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ure here.
H e would fain have the full
comfort of it enter our hearts thru faith
today.
H i s tender sympathetic heart is saying now as never before, "Behold I come
quickly."
Yet not only for the comfort of the saintj
does the Lord give us the revelation of the
Blessed Hope.
O n e of the chief dangers
that now menaces the saints is that of worldliness and spiritual lethargy which usually
go hand in hand.
T h e very sad condition
of Lot in Sodom is heing reproduced in
many cases today to the dishonor and shame
of the L o r d and His cause.
Like the
angelic messengers who came unto Lot with
their necessary and startling and unwelcome
tidings, this Blessed Hope comes to the people of God today who are in this worldly
state as a word of reproof .and
warning
Remember that the very things you are so
entangled with today, and the world which
you are hoping t o make better by way of
reform and education, etc., is under the
curse of God for the murder of H i s S o n ;
and is doomed.
In a moment you are to
be taken out of it, while it goes on with
increasing rapidity to its awful doom.
The
Lord lis crying aloud now that it is high
time to awake out 'of sleep, for now is our
salvation nearer than when we believed.
In a special manner is the Holy Spirit now
calling the attention o<f the worldly minded
Christian to the nearing event, if paradventure at last they may be delivered from their
sad complicity and fellowship with the world;
and he restored to spiritual vigor and
strength, and fellowship in and with the
Lord.
Nor is it amiss Ito see in this injunction of
the Spirit that phase of the exhortation which
reaches many a weary worker who feels that
so much oif his labor is in vain.
T h e coming of the Lord will put an end to all our
service for Hllm, and hring the glad day of
full reward for every service, even to the
gift of a cup of cold water.
Not long now
to sow the seed, and till the soil.
Not long
to bear the burden and heat of the day in
the fields that are whitening to the harvest.
Not long to herald the gospel of God's grace
to the poor perishing souls around us. Only
a little while more for the closing ministry
to the saints. O what an incitement to earnest labor and unwearying toil does the coming of our Lord hring to us in these closing
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moments of the age, and of our present
ministry and work.
T h e very thing I am
now engaged in may be my very last wock
in this scene.
And as the needs grow upon
us, the heart feels more and more the power
of the call of the Lord, "Son, go work to
day in my vineyard."
Beloved child of God look up and lift up
your head for your redemption draweth
nigh.
Any one of these days while you are
busy at your desk or counter or in the home
looking after the details of the house, the
Lord may come, and you will instantaneously he changed and caught away.
And one
of these nights as you sit at the family board,
or pass the evening ar home, or with the
s a i m s ; o" at re-it '•; you. !».;,!* that bidding
shout may be heard.
And then in a moment, in the twinkling of a.: eye. "forever
with the Lord."
Surely there is comfort
and blessing and strength, and reproof and
encouragement for us in. this word.
May
the hope grip our hearts in the fulness and
freshness erf its first power in these closing
ho-urs that are most surely upon us. And
may we live and work as those who momentarily expect their Blessed Lord and Master
to coime.—G, L. Alrich in Our Hope.
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Just the night before I yielded all for
Christ, I was sitting on the brink of a precipice, my feet were hanging over; down
into t h e terrible abyss below; I -was slipping
down faster and faster, -from the edge of the
precipice, and the Holly Spirit was hovering
over my head, and pleading with me for the
last time.
I plainly saw that it was the last
call of mercy, and if I had not yielded I
should have been lost forever, because I had
sinned against great light and knowledge, and
had so often resisted the strivings of the
'Holy Spirit.
I was clinging to the vain and
transitory thing's, unmindful of my horrible
situation in the sight of God.
There I sat,
while the flames of hell were blazing up toward m e ; but I would not yield.
I kept
slipping down, down, still faster, as I continued to resist the strivings of the Spirit,
until the flames touched my feet.
I was
just about to drop off into the flame, when
I said, "I will yield."
Just then Ohe Holy
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Spirit reached out and grasped my hand, and
snatching me away from the eternal burning
encircling me with His wings, H e carried
me away from that horrible place.
Then I was recalled from this view of the
past, back to the present.
I looked up and
saw a large light at a distance 'from m e ; it
grew brighter and brighter, and I gradually
approached nearer and .nearer to it.
At last
I saw Jesus with a beautiful crown on His
head, and clothed with a pure 'white robe.
O h how beautiful H e looked! and spoke to
me with such a 'heavenly smile on His face,
and I entered into heaven and saw t h e golden
walks, and the holy angels, all clothed in long,
•white robes, without spot or wrinkle.
I
could not see their feet—their robes were so
long that they trailed upon the ground. They
all had snowy wings and crowns upon their
heads and harps in their hands.
They were
singing and praising God.
They were very
beautiful but none so beautiful as J e s u s ; sitting on H i s large white throne, with a circle
of 'white around His head.
By His side
stood a table that had the appearance of marble, on which lay open the H o l y Bible—the
book by which we are all to be judged, and
His right hand lay, shut up, upon the right
side of the book as it Hay open, ready to judge
the world a t any time -when the Father should
speak the word.—Near the throne, I saw the-.
Cross.
At that time I approached the Savior and'
shook hands with H i m .
Then I saw a soul 1
enter heaven.
I saw her while she entered!
t h e gate, rejoicing that she was done with:
earth's trials and was safe home: and all'
the angels rejoiced with her, and sang and'
praised God, and there was rejoicing all overheaven.
It all seemed one large square room
with jasper walls and the soul that entered
heaven eaime in thru one of the gates on the
western side (Rev. 2 1 : 13). I saw the crown
which is to be mine if I prove faithful. There
are flowers 'there which never fade. Earthly
flowers are nothing in beauty, compared t o .
those I saw in heaven.
T h e n the scene changed. O, too awful to
describe!
I seemed to be on that awful
precipice again, and I looked down in the
abyss below. Then I descended, as a spectator, into the fiery lake.
Nothing harmed"
tnie for I was saved; but what a scene met my
eyes!
There were millions of people weeping and wailing and gnashing their teeth, in
the lake of fire and brimstone.
Every thing
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was dark and gloomy.
T h e fire did not
light up the darkness as earthly fires do.
Neither did they look like earthly flames,
They were a dull dingy, red color and thick
with brimstone, which looked yellow and t h e
smoke was blue and Mack.
Atmong those
t h a t were there were backsliders, sinners,
dancers, fidlers, 'blacksmiths, grocers, merchants, cold-hearted professors and preaohers.
Every one was encircled with flames and
there was a look of pain and anguish on
every face.
T h e r e were places like aisles in
a dhunoh, and the devil was in every aisle,
compelling them to do what ever was their
business on earth.
T h e r e was a merchant
measuring off goods.
H e had to keep at
work as fast and as hard as he could, and
•such a look of distress was stamped upon
"his features, while the horrid flames encircled him and upon his forehead was stamped
merchant.
A grocer -was there, weighing
out groceries and he too had the mark upon
his forehead and 'was enveloped in flames. I
also saw preachers, preaching and talking as
fast and as loud as possible; but pen cannot
•describe t h e anguish they were in.
They
• made a lie of their profession on the earth
and now they were reaping their reward,
Blacksmiths 'were pounding their hot iron,
and the dancers were dancing in the flames,
and could never stop.
There were the fidlers, all seated on a long black bench, playing
on large Mack violins, each one encircled with
'flames.
All classes looked tired and were
writhing in extreme agony.
Language fails to describe the realities of
hell.
God forbid that any 'who read this
should ever enter that place of torment,
There was one preacher with whom I talked.
H e had not been there long.
"Oh," said
he, "Go back to heaven and plead with Jesus
to come and take me out of this terrible
•place."
"Christ cannot save you now," I replied;. "You are in hell and here you must
stay forever."
Then he told me that he was
a preacher when on earth; %ut," said he, "I
did not preach the truth.
I did not live up
to my profession; and now I am here, reaping my reward, and I know it is just, but how
can I be lost!"
"But you are lost and you
know it," said I.
"Yes," h e said, "I know
it; but I never can become reconciled." Then
he began
Christ to
he knew
could do
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Jesus Himself.
H e had rejected Him while
in the body, and had deliberately -made bis
choice; and now he awakened in hell, and in
hell he must forever remain, without a ray of
hope to cheer him.
With this he vanished
from my sight.
I then saw a soul drop in h e l l
H e fell
right into the flames and immedately became
enoirdled with them and received the black
mark upon his forehead, Backslider.
He
said he had once been in the straight and
narrow way, but the enemy bad allured hitm
away; and now he was suffering the terrible
realities of hell, shut in from the presence of
God forever.
Some were in more torment than others,
They were judged according to the deeds
done in the body.
There was one class that
was in greater torment than many of the
others.
They were so enveloped an flames
that I could see only parts of them.
I was
not permitted to know 'what class they were,
There were no children (there, only those who
had reached the years of accountability,
Neither saw I any heathen there, who had
never had the light to sin against.
Every
soull that I saw in hell had sinned against
light and knowledge.
Language cannot describe the terrors of hell or the joys of heaven.
Again the scene changed and I was in heaven again.
It looked more beautiful than
before.
First I saw Jesus and then the
angels.
I saw all that I saw before and a
great many things besides.
When I looked
at the Cross, I saw the crown of thorns
hung over the top, and on the largest part
of it was written in large, golden letters
REPROACH.
These letters glittered beautifully on the white Cross.
I saw my crown
again and my robe.
It was long and White,
without any spots.
I also saw my seat
which seemed like a bed of roses.
They
were White with a very light tinge of pink,
and far more beautiful than earthly flowers.*
I looked around to see if there were any I
had known upon earth and discovered Mr.
and M-rs. Fuller who had 'formerly lived in
our neighborhood.
They were sitting side
by side on a bed of roses.
I had some conversation with her, but do not remember what
was said.

pleading with me again, to beseech
Just then it seemed as something was about
forgive him, while at the same time to take me back to earth again and I asked
it would be useless.
I told him I Jesus to let me stay in heaven.
I told Him
nothing for him; nor could even I did not want to,go back bo earth; but said
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"Thy will be done." "Your work is not yet
done," said He. Pointing at my crown, robe,
and seat, He said, "These shall be yours when
your work on earth is done if you prove
ifaitlbM."
After shaking hands with Him
my vision ended.—Selected. —Printed by request.
When I am preaching, I see D r . J o n a s
sitting there, and CBcolampadius, and
Melancthon, and I say to myself, "Those
learned doctors know enough already;
so I need not trouble about them.
I
shall fire at the poor people in the aisles."
' —Luther.
How much do I owe t o the light imparted to tine in that one truth, that this
is a dispensation of suffering and sorrow, and will, remain such till the Lord
come; it leads me to look on the thousand trials incident to my path, and possibly, yea certainly, to my future course,
as no strange things, but as fiery trials
appointed to try and purify.—'A. N.
Groves.
As the shadow followeth the body, so
doth the cross follow the W o r d of
C h r i s t : and as fire and heat cannot be
separated, so cannot the Gospel of Christ
and the cross be plucked asunder.—Thomas
Bacon.
QUESTION CORNER.
(Continued from page 1).
have the experience can understand the
feelings of bereaved circles.
So on
the outset let us not forget that, humanly speaking, we are on sacred
ground and dealing with what affects
sad, broken hearts, desolated homes,
and memories of departed friends. A n other thing to bear in mind is that no
"cast iron rules" are practicable. T h e r e
must toe a certain amount of flexibility
that will adjust itself to varying circumstances and conditions.
T h e reader will kindly read the questions in order from t h e VISITOR of F e b r u a r y 8th
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and I will answer them in numerical
order.
No. 1. W e presume that "church
funerals" are meant where a sermon is
preached, and t h a t "big" refers to the
number of people present.
A s far as
the ihome is concerned I say, N o , it is
unnecessary, and useless, and a hindrance.
Only relatives and near neighbors should attend.
Others could dropin line on the way, or await them at the
church. T h e church service is the public part, and to this I say, Yes, the more
present the better. Many unsaved p e o ple never enter a church at any other
time.
Their presence shows that there
is yet a tender spot in their hearts and
the Holy Spirit m a y lodge the message
there.
N o . 2. H e r e again we must read between the lines.
T h e pivotal word is
"great."
If you mean a great o r a t o r ical display, flowery speech and f a n c y
frills of sermonic execution yet devoid,
of divine heartsearching power I say,,
no indeed.
I n the words of the Episcopal litany, from such preachers and'
sermons "Good L o r d deliver u s . " If on,
the other hand the preacher honestly,..
fearlessly and tenderly applies the gospel message actuated by the Holy Spirit,
and his own love to save souls, no s e r mon can be too "great" and the preacher deserves credit as a faithful steward!
of the mysteries of God.
1N0. 3. Yes, with reasonable exceptions for obvious reasons.
No.. 4. This is new to me.
I never
heard its being done.
It would be better left to each one's sweet will.
N o . 5. By no means.
Deliver u s
from the cold artistic quartette business
with silent congregation listening how
they render it.
I t really doesn't (become plain people.
It is wisdom however to make sure before the service
begins of a capable person to lead the
singing.
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No. 6. Just the same reasons as for
praying, reading the scriptures, and
preaching a sermon.
It is a service,
and singing is an important part of
Christian worship. At the close of the
most solemn service ever held, and preceding the most awful event in human
history, we read, "When they had sung
an hymn, they went unto the Mount of
Olives."
No. 7. I say, yes, emphatically, yes.
The custom is no credit to the wealthy
and is cruel and unjust to those of slender means. They feel they must obey
and follow the usual custom or be counted stingy and "small."
It often oc-

passive slaves to a silly, morbid, unjust
criterion of grief that requires "weeping to order" up to .the desired quantity,
No. 11. Yes, surely, Amen.
No. 12. Nothing. Personally I was
never in harmony with it.
There are
exceptional cases where it may be in
order.
It sometimes leaves impressions more harmful than helpful. Those
who are very anxious to see their deceased friends should do so at the home.
This is a delicate point to discuss.
I
don't wish to grieve anyone, but honestly, I can see nothing to recommend it,
and much in favor of its early discontinuance.

curs with such that a long illness has
exhausted all their available means and
the funeral expenses have to depend on
future efforts.
If plen'ty of plain
wholesome food is provided for relatives and friends from a distance the
cost is easily borne and gladly provided for.
More than this is unnecessary
and an inexcusable custom.
No. 8. Well, what shall be said?
Probably the less said the better.
If
he does it for "effect" he has his reward in seeing and hearing the results,
If a few honest, loving words of admonition, consolation, and sympathy
touch the hearts and emotions of the
friends and drop like the balm of Gilead
into their troubled souls, it is no shame
for them to weep and no discredit to
the preacher.
No. 9. It may sometimes be the
case, I think I have seen i't myself,

No. 13. Flowers are lovely creations
of God. They speak volumes to those
who love them. In a beautiful way they
express the loving sympathy of those
who send them.
Is it right to refuse
what is offered as a tribute of respect?
If any one feels so inclined the funeral
notice should read "No Flowers." All
customs are liable to abuse and this one
has reached the greatest extreme of all.
From the quiet gift of a few sweet simpie sprays costing a trifle or nothing,
it has risen in many cases (not among
Brethren) to an expense of hundreds
of dollars. Much as I appreciate kindness and much as I love flowers, I feel
it would be wiser to "cut it out" altogether than to help to continue what
has become a wasteful abuse. It would
be unwise to lay down an inflexible rule
about flowers, only the force of precept
and example.

There is much room for charitable judgment here as the nervous temperaments
of people differ so greatly and at such
times the nervous conditions are often
abnormal even in otherwise calm peopie. It is certainly not only wrong but
deceitfully wicked to "work up" conditions not really felt.
No. 10. "Who can blame them?"
Well I can and do blame them to be

'No. 14. In general, No.
In some
circumstances, yes. To "hold the body
till Sunday" for reasons noted, though
often done, is, to say the least, a vain
motive as well as an improper practice,
Sunday funerals should be avoided
where possible and unhesitatingly held
when necessary, ministers and undertakers to the contrary notwithstanding.
F. Elliot.

TIME, DEATH AND
ETERNITY.
READER: Thy time on earth is
short. The closing year, each setting
sun, each tick of the clock, is shortening
thy days on earth, and swiftly, silently,
but surely carrying thee orl—on to
ETERNITY and to God. The year,
the day, the hour, the moment will arrive that will close thy life on earth, and
begin thy song in Heaven, or thy wail in
Hell. No future hour shall come to
bring thee back to earth again, thou art
there forever for ETERNITY.
Today thy feet stand on Time's sinking sand; To-morrow the footprints remain, but thou art gone—where? Into
ETERNITY.
Today thy hands are busy at work,
thine eyes are beholding, thy mind is
thinking, thou art planing for the future. To-morrow all is still; the folded
arm, the closed eye remain, but thou art
gone—gone to ETERNITY. Others
were once busy as thou art; they are
gone—gone to Eternity. The merry
voice, the painted clown, the talented
artist, whose presence made the theatre
and the pantomime an attraction for
thee, are gone; they are removed far
from the region of fiction to that reality—the reality of Eternity.
The
shrewd merchant whose voice was so
familar to thee on the crowded Exchange is hushed, he buys and sells no
more—he has entered Eternity
And, reader, thine own turn to enter
Eternity will shortly come. Ask thy-

self honestly, "Am I prepared for Eternity." Give thy conscience time to answer; listen, it speaks to thee today.
Drown not its voice lest it speak to thee
no more. Let the Heaven anu the Hall
of the future stand before thee in all
their reality; one of these must be thine
Eternal dwelling place, and today is the
time to make thy choice. To-morrow
may be too late—one day behind time.
Which art thou living for? Which art
thou travelling to?
To go from the haunts of sin, debauchery and vice to the presence of
God and the Lamb—impossible; from
the crowd of the condemned, and the
race for gold and gain, to the song of
the redeemed, and the crown of glory.
No, never! Except a man be born
again he cannot see the kingdom of God.
Reader, hast thou been born again? If
so, well; but if not, the horrors of an
Eternal Hell are awaiting thee and today thou art nearer its quenchable
flame than thou hast ever been before.
Haiti Why will you meet God with
an unsaved soul? He wills it not. Today He pleads. Turn ye, why will ye
die?
"Time's sun is fast setting, iis twilight is nigh,
Its evening is falling in clouds o'er the sky.
Its shadows are stretching in ominous gloom.
Then haste, sinner haste, there's mercy for thee
And wrath is preparing—fite lingerer, fleet"
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